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Summary 

Life is widely supported by the self-balancing principle of biotensegrity, which is 

based in the functional equilibrium between tensional and compressive physical forces 

in those biological structures built with discontinuous struts supporting compression, 

connected by a continuous network of flexible tension elements. It allows mechanical 

transmission signals occurring at all detectable scales, from DNA structures up to organ 

system functional organization, which in turn triggers mechanical and biochemical 

responses. Obeying the biotensegral self-balancing principle, cells are equipped with an 

internal biopolymeric structure, the cytoskeleton, which hard-wires cell membrane, 

nucleus, and organelles. However, in an extensive way, the intertwined biotensegral 

signaling pathways within the whole tissue ecosystem, cell-cell and cell-surrounding 

dialogue, are responsible for coordinated cytoskeletal reorganizations that determine 

cell behavior and redefine the whole tissue structure, both in homeostasis and in tissue 

disorders such as cancer. In this regard, cancer diseases display their own aberrant 

biotensegral systems driving tumorigenesis and illness evolution, which are related to 

malignant and non-malignant cells crosstalk within the tumor microenvironment; the 

extracellular matrix composition, the ability to resist deformation, and the topology of 

the extracellular matrix elements, as well as the innervation presence.  

All these parameters rearrange conforming different dynamic tumor signaling 

scenarios to which malignant cells rapidly adapt due to their plasticity, thus promoting 

cancer progression, metastasis, and drug resistance. A variety of signal rewiring, 

epigenetic, and genetic mechanisms are among the major driving forces of cancer cell 

adaptability. Therefore, tumor cells can undergo morphological and molecular 

adaptations affecting cell physics, which may involve pleomorphism and cell adhesion 

loss, but also deeper dedifferentiation and transdifferentiation processes such as 

reversible epithelial-mesenchymal transition determining cell fate. Remarkably, 

biotensegral communication between cells and the tumor ecosystem bridges the 

individual cell adaptations leading to tumor collective adaptability. Indeed, tumor cell 

cooperation not only triggers transient spatial rearrangement for collective migration of 

mobile and non-mobile cells as an entity, but also promotes tumor microenvironment 

remodeling by both reshaping the extracellular matrix and shaping the inflammatory 
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response. Alternatively, biotensegral signaling within tumor microenvironment 

promotes tumor genetic heterogeneity, further regulating carcinogenesis, malignancy, 

and therapeutic resistance. Likewise, metabolic reprogramming has been defined as the 

ability of cancer cells to redirect their bioenergetic pathways to meet the increased 

energy demand derived from its proliferation and growth activities, and it has become 

one of the 10 hallmarks of cancer. 

 Despite the recent incorporation of biotensegrity paradigm to oncology translational 

research, it has already provided new insights related to the cell-microenvironment 

crosstalk determining tumor dynamism and aggressiveness. These findings are 

intrinsically linked with the rise of digital pathology and artificial intelligence, which have 

upgraded traditional histological evaluations to be able to depict the complex 

biotensegral pathways occurring within the tumor ecosystem. In this sense, cumulative 

advances in digital pathology tools such as digital image analysis have refined complex 

classification and prediction making processes that have revolutionized precision 

medicine. However, the extremely complex interplay between elements defining tumor 

biotensegrity mechanisms, as well as the issues to obtain enough tumor samples from 

some cancers, shift oncology research towards cancer model designing. Therefore, 

traditional cancer models such as in vivo murine models and in vitro monolayer cell 

cultures emerged as alternatives to respectively obtain large number of highly mimetic 

or simplified tumor samples. Albeit their usefulness, animal tumors exhibit similar 

complexity to the patient samples, and monolayer cell cultures are unable to 

recapitulate spatial biotensegral conditions, so tissue engineering advances have been 

applied to develop in vitro three-dimensional adjustable platforms to recreate tumor 

biotensegrity in a controllable and accurate way.  

Following the expertise of our lab, this thesis initiates a research line by applying 

digital image analysis approaches in neuroblastoma in vitro three-dimensional models 

to evaluate the biotensegral effect of tumor microenvironment in neuroblastoma 

aggressiveness. Neuroblastoma is the most common solid extracranial tumor in 

pediatric age, and it is characterized by a wide spectrum of clinical behaviors. Despite 

pre-treatment risk classification improves patient survival, the high-risk subgroup still 

presents a particularly high mortality rate, thus highlighting the need to identify and 
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validate new diagnostic biomarkers, preclinical models, and alternative therapeutic 

approaches. In this way, our group have pinpointed some extracellular matrix 

morphological patterns together with specific vessel structural features to be related to 

neuroblastoma stiffness and poor prognosis. Particularly, our recent studies highlight 

vitronectin as a key glycoprotein participating in cell-extracellular matrix biotensegrity-

mediated neuroblastoma aggressiveness and suggested it as a potential therapeutic 

target. Interestingly, biotensegral relevant in vitro three-dimensional models have been 

already developed for neuroblastoma. However, they have been mostly used for 

traditional drug testing studies. Investigating cell-extracellular matrix biotensegrity 

implications in neuroblastoma malignancy and the potential of their dialogue as a 

complementary therapeutic target is the main focus of this thesis. 

According to the presented results, we state that biotensegral forces mediate 

intratumor cell-cell and cell-environment communication processes, which in turn drive 

the tumor phenotypic and genotypic adaptations promoting neuroblastoma 

aggressiveness and drug response. Subsequently, we hypothesize that three-

dimensional in vitro models with modulable biotensegral conditions may trigger tumor 

cell growth, plasticity, and migration similar to in vivo, and that digital image analysis 

approaches performed on these models will unravel specific biotensegral pathways that 

confer cancer aggressiveness. Consequently, the models herein presented potentially 

constitute excellent tools for preclinical tests for mechanotherapeutic approaches. 

The general purpose of this research is to transfer the knowledge of the group on 

neuroblastoma extracellular matrix architecture to pathophysiology relevant in vitro 

neuroblastoma hydrogel modeling, thus depicting the mechanical cues involved in 

neuroblasts malignancy that can be therapeutically targeted. 

The specific objectives in three-dimensional in vitro gelatin/alginate hydrogels are: a) 

bioprinting three-dimensional gelatin plus alginate biocompatible scaffolds for 

neuroblastoma cell culture; b) determining the mechanical properties of the bioprinted 

hydrogels; c) comparing cell behavioral adaptations of two different aggressive 

neuroblastoma cell lines, SK-N-BE(2) and SH-SY5Y, when monocultured or co-cultured 

with stromal Schwann cells, in different hydrogel stiffness conditions and culture time 

points; and d) quantifying hydrogel degradation, cell cluster dynamics, migration-related 
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protein synthesis, differentiation and metabolism dynamics by digital image analysis to 

define neuroblastoma cell behavior.    

The specific objectives in three-dimensional in vitro polyethylene glycol hydrogels 

are: a) fabricating three-dimensional polyethylene glycol biocompatible scaffolds that 

incorporate vitronectin to recapitulate high-risk neuroblastoma growth conditions; b) 

ensuring pathophysiological stiffness, functional vitronectin crosslinking and cell 

viability to validate the usefulness of the model; c) characterizing cell cluster growth and 

vitronectin synthesis adaptations related to hydrogel stiffness, time of culture and the 

presence of crosslinked incorporated vitronectin; and d) evaluating vitronectin potential 

as a secreted biomarker and therapeutic target in high-risk neuroblastoma.    

The present doctoral thesis research is presented as a compendium of three scientific 

publications with complementary work shared at scientific conferences. Additional 

uncommunicated relevant data is herein provided to further increase the knowledge of 

the mechanical transmission signals that occur within the 3D tumor microenvironment 

and drive neuroblastoma cell behavior, highlighting the potential of the in vitro models 

as drug-testing platforms. The articles making up this compendium are:  

I. A three-dimensional bioprinted model to evaluate the effect of stiffness on 

neuroblastoma cell cluster dynamics and behavior. Monferrer E*, Martín-Vañó S*, 

Carretero A*, García-Lizarribar A, Burgos-Panadero R, Navarro S, Samitier J, Noguera 

R. Sci Rep. 2020 Apr 14;10(1):6370.  

This article emphasizes the need of three-dimensional conditions for cell culture and 

the role of the extracellular matrix stiffness when recapitulating the mechanical cues 

that trigger cell adaptation response over time, such as changes in proliferation and 

mRNA metabolism activity. The findings reveal that hydrogels based on methacrylate 

gelatin plus methacrylate alginate allow generating three-dimensional cell culture 

models with biotensegral properties similar to both in vivo neuroblastoma murine 

models and human neuroblastoma biopsies. Also, alginate composition defines stiffness 

and scaffold porosity, which are further modified over time by cell culture activity. 

Results also confirm that stiffness regulates cell cluster growth dynamics, since stiff 

conditions present lower cluster density and occupancy. In contrast, in cell cultures up 

to 4 weeks, stiff conditions favor cell malignancy by increasing proliferation as well as 
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both undifferentiation and metabolic pathways controlled by PTBP1 expression. Albeit 

stiffness also promotes both Bax apoptosis and Bcl2 antiapoptosis markers, Bcl2 

predominance ensure cell survival within the hydrogels. What is more, high mitosis-

karyorrhexis index typical of SK-N-BE(2) neuroblastoma cell line is maintained in the 

generated hydrogels, thus confirming cancer cell aggressiveness.  

II. Digital Image Analysis Applied to Tumor Cell Proliferation, Aggressiveness, and 

Migration-Related Protein Synthesis in Neuroblastoma 3D Models. Monferrer E*, 

Sanegre S*, Martín-Vañó S, García-Lizarribar A, Burgos-Panadero R, López-Carrasco 

A, Navarro S, Samitier J, Noguera R. Int J Mol Sci. 2020 Nov 17;21(22):8676. 

This study complements Article I results by evaluating migration-related protein 

synthesis. We evidence distinctive behavior of aggressive neuroblastoma cell lines 

depending on their genetic characteristics (MYCN amplification or ALK mutation), as well 

as the influence of stromal cells on cancer cells behavior, thus pinpointing the 

complexity of neuroblastoma. Results on long-term neuroblastoma cell cultures within 

the hydrogels reveal SK-N-BE(2) cells (MYCN amplified) being more proliferative than 

SH-SY5Y (ALK mutated), as well as proliferative indexes decrease in long term cultures. 

Besides, stiffness affected SH-SY5Y cell proliferation differently from that of SK-N-BE(2). 

Regarding VN synthesis, both neuroblastoma cell lines firstly express high amounts of 

this glycoprotein, but their expression drops as time goes by. Despite almost no DOCK8 

expression (a protein mainly involved in the cytoskeleton reorganization of immune 

cells) is found in hydrogels with both neuroblastoma cell lines until very long culture 

times, KANK1 protein levels (which mediate initial mechanotransduction at focal 

adhesions) remain stable regardless time, hydrogel stiffness, or neuroblastoma cell 

genetic background. Critically, Schwann cell incorporation has synergistic but variable 

effects with microenvironment stiffness, thus affecting cell behavior depending on their 

genetic background. Particularly, Schwann cells mainly reduce model proliferation 

indexes and vitronectin synthesis, albeit they seem to boost vitronectin expression in 

long time cultures. Moreover, Schwann cells greatly promote DOCK8 expression within 

the hydrogels, especially in SH-SY5Y cultures, but they do not influence KANK1 

expression patterns. Therefore, Schwann incorporation radically changes overall model 

behavior, which evinces the need of designing relevant coculture modeling.  
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III. Vitronectin-based hydrogels recapitulate neuroblastoma growth conditions. 

Monferrer E*, Dobre O*, Trujillo S, González Oliva MA, Trubert-Paneli A, Acevedo-

León D, Noguera R, Salmerón-Sánchez M. Front. Cell Dev. Biol. 2022 Oct 

11;10:988699. 

The goal of this research is to reproduce part of the high-risk neuroblastoma 

extracellular matrix by incorporating full-length vitronectin as the only bioactive 

molecule within polyethylene glycol hydrogels and seek to characterize the impact of 

this specific microenvironment on neuroblastoma cells. Findings from this study confirm 

that vitronectin can be PEGylated without losing their functionality and being 

subsequently incorporated into polyethylene glycol structures during hydrogel 

formation. Also, nanoindentation assessment ensures that polyethylene glycol 

proportion allows fine regulating model stiffness within the neuroblastoma 

pathophysiological range, and that vitronectin does not alter initial stiffness conditions. 

Nevertheless, SK-N-BE(2) cell cultures within the generated platforms and subsequently 

nanoindentation analysis indicates that vitronectin promote model degradation. 

Remarkably, live/dead assay corroborates that the designed hydrogels support cell 

survival and cell cluster formation and growth. Interestingly, stiff environments do not 

affect cell growth rate at day 7 but are more restrictive to cell cluster allocation. Besides, 

the obtained results prove that SK-N-BE(2) cells synthesize vitronectin even when it is 

already present in the environment they grow, and indeed, it can be detected in cell 

culture media, thus suggesting vitronectin as a potential soluble biomarker for NB.    

Overall, the studies carried out in this thesis combine physics, biology, bioengineering 

and chemistry to achieve accurate pathophysiological relevance in three-dimensional in 

vitro neuroblastoma models, and benefits from image analysis techniques to better 

understand the biotensegral mechanisms underpinning neuroblastoma aggressiveness. 

We conclude that tumor behavior changes driven by biotensegrity 

mechanotransduction evolve differently regarding the system characteristics, thus 

being extremely complex and hard to predict. Accordingly, basic cancer models 

recreating biotensegral aspects need to be developed before generating fully 

pathophysiological platforms, since the former will provide accurate knowledge of 

specific biotensegrity mechanisms regulating tumor behavior that could be 

therapeutically targeted in preclinical studies performed on these platforms. 
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Resumen 

La vida se sustenta en gran medida en el principio de autoequilibrio de la 

biotensegridad, que se basa en el balance funcional de las fuerzas físicas de tensión y 

compresión de las estructuras biológicas. Los sistemas biológicos están construidos con 

soportes discontinuos que soportan la compresión, conectados por una red continua de 

elementos de tensión flexibles. Este equilibrio permite que las señales mecánicas se 

transmitan a todas las escalas detectables, desde las estructuras de ADN hasta los 

sistemas complejos de órganos, lo que a su vez desencadena respuestas mecánicas y 

bioquímicas. Las células, obedeciendo al principio de autoequilibrio biotensegral, están 

equipadas con una estructura polimérica interna, el citoesqueleto, que conecta la 

membrana celular, el núcleo y los orgánulos. Sin embargo, las vías de señalización 

biotensegral entrelazadas dentro del ecosistema tisular, diálogo célula-célula y célula-

entorno, son en gran medida responsables de las reorganizaciones citoesqueléticas 

coordinadas que determinan el comportamiento celular, y redefinen la estructura del 

tejido, tanto en homeostasis como en trastornos tisulares como el cáncer. En este 

sentido, los distintos cánceres muestran sus propios sistemas biotensegrales aberrantes 

que impulsan la carcinogénesis y definen la evolución de la enfermedad. Dichos sistemas 

están relacionados con el diálogo entre células malignas y no malignas dentro del 

microambiente tumoral, la composición, la capacidad de resistir la deformación y 

topología de los elementos de la matriz extracelular, así como la presencia de inervación.  

Estos parámetros se reorganizan conformando diferentes escenarios dinámicos de 

señalización tumoral a los que las células malignas se adaptan rápidamente debido a su 

plasticidad, lo cual promueve su progresión, metástasis y resistencias a medicamentos. 

Entre las principales fuerzas impulsoras de la adaptabilidad de las células cancerosas se 

encuentran gran variedad de mecanismos genéticos, epigenéticos y de reorganización 

de señales. Así, las células tumorales pueden sufrir adaptaciones morfológicas y 

moleculares que afectan la física celular, lo que puede implicar pleomorfismo y pérdida 

de adhesión celular, pero también procesos más profundos de desdiferenciación y 

transdiferenciación, como la transición epitelial-mesenquimatosa reversible, que 

determinan el destino celular. De forma importante, la comunicación biotensegral entre 

las células y el ecosistema tumoral coordina las adaptaciones celulares individuales para 
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favorecer la adaptabilidad colectiva del tumor. De hecho, la cooperación de células 

tumorales no solo desencadena una reorganización espacial transitoria para la 

migración colectiva de células móviles y no móviles como una entidad, sino que también 

promueve la remodelación del microambiente tumoral al reconstruir la matriz 

extracelular y determinar la respuesta inflamatoria. Alternativamente, la señalización 

biotensegral dentro del microambiente tumoral promueve la heterogeneidad genética 

del tumor, regulando aún más la carcinogénesis, la malignidad y la resistencia 

terapéutica. Así mismo, la reprogramación metabólica, definida como la capacidad de 

las células cancerosas para redirigir sus rutas bioenergéticas para satisfacer la mayor 

demanda de energía derivada de sus actividades de proliferación y crecimiento, y se ha 

convertido en una de las 10 particularidades del cáncer.  

A pesar de la reciente incorporación del paradigma de la biotensegridad a la 

investigación traslacional oncológica, ya ha proporcionado nuevos conocimientos 

relacionados con la intercomunicación célula-microambiente, clave en el dinamismo y 

la agresividad tumoral. Estos hallazgos están intrínsecamente relacionados con el auge 

de la patología digital y la inteligencia artificial, que han mejorado las evaluaciones 

histológicas tradicionales pudiendo así dilucidar las complejas vías biotensegrales que 

ocurren dentro del ecosistema tumoral. En este sentido, los avances acumulados en las 

herramientas de patología digital, como el análisis de imagen digital, han perfeccionado 

procesos de clasificación y elaboración de predicciones clínicas que han revolucionado 

la medicina de precisión. Sin embargo, tanto la intrincada interacción de los elementos 

de la biotensegridad tumoral como los problemas para obtener suficientes muestras 

tumorales de algunos tipos de cáncer, redirigen la investigación oncológica hacia el 

diseño de modelos experimentales de cáncer. Así, las aproximaciones tradicionales 

como los modelos murinos in vivo y los cultivos celulares en monocapa in vitro han 

permitido obtener gran número de muestras tumorales, que respectivamente, se 

caracterizan por su elevado mimetismo y su simplicidad. A pesar de su utilidad, los 

tumores animales exhiben una complejidad similar a las muestras de pacientes, y los 

cultivos celulares en monocapa no pueden recrear las condiciones biotensegrales 

espaciales, por lo que se han aprovechado los avances en ingeniería tisular para 
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desarrollar plataformas ajustables tridimensionales in vitro que permitan reproducir la 

biotensegridad tumoral de forma sencilla, controlable y precisa. 

Siguiendo la experiencia de nuestro laboratorio, esta tesis abre una línea de 

investigación mediante la aplicación del análisis de imagen digital en modelos 

tridimensionales in vitro de neuroblastoma, para evaluar el efecto biotensegral del 

microambiente tumoral en la agresividad de dicho cáncer. El neuroblastoma es el tumor 

sólido extracraneal más común en la edad pediátrica y se caracteriza por presentar un 

amplio espectro de comportamientos clínicos. A pesar de que la clasificación de riesgo 

pretratamiento mejora la supervivencia del paciente, el subgrupo de alto riesgo aún 

presenta una tasa de mortalidad particularmente alta, siendo por tanto necesario 

identificar y validar nuevos biomarcadores de diagnóstico, así como adicionales modelos 

preclínicos y enfoques terapéuticos alternativos. De esta forma, nuestro grupo ha 

identificado algunos patrones morfológicos de la matriz extracelular junto con 

características estructurales vasculares específicas que se relacionan con la rigidez y el 

mal pronóstico del neuroblastoma. En particular, nuestros estudios recientes destacan 

la participación clave de la glicoproteína vitronectina en la agresividad del 

neuroblastoma mediada por la biotensegridad célula-matriz extracelular, por lo que se 

sugirió como potencial diana terapéutica. Cabe destacar que han sido desarrollados 

modelos de neuroblastoma en plataformas tridimensionales in vitro y que recrean 

determinados aspectos de la biotensegridad tumoral. Sin embargo, se han utilizado 

principalmente para testar efectos de quimioterapias tradicionales. Investigar las 

implicaciones de la biotensegridad célula-matriz extracelular en la malignidad del 

neuroblastoma y el potencial del diálogo entre ambas como diana terapéutica 

complementaria es el enfoque principal de esta tesis. 

Con los datos expuestos, destacamos que las fuerzas biotensegrales median procesos 

de comunicación intratumoral célula-célula y célula-ambiente, que a su vez impulsan las 

adaptaciones fenotípicas y genotípicas del tumor, promotoras de la agresividad y la 

respuesta farmacológica del neuroblastoma. Por ello, hipotetizamos que los modelos in 

vitro tridimensionales, con condiciones biotensegrales modulables, pueden 

desencadenar el crecimiento, la plasticidad y la migración de células tumorales de forma 

similar a como ocurre in vivo, y que el análisis de imagen digital realizado en estos 
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modelos desentrañará algunas vías biotensegrales específicas responsables de la 

agresividad del cáncer. En consecuencia, los modelos aquí presentados constituyen 

potencialmente excelentes herramientas para realizar ensayos mecanoterapéuticos 

preclínicos. 

El propósito general de esta investigación es transferir el conocimiento del grupo 

sobre la arquitectura de la matriz extracelular del neuroblastoma a su modelado in vitro 

en hidrogeles con relevancia fisiopatológica, representando así las señales mecánicas 

que intervienen en la malignidad de los neuroblastos y que pueden ser dianas 

terapéuticas. 

Los objetivos específicos en hidrogeles de gelatina/alginato tridimensionales in vitro 

son: a) bioimpresión de andamios tridimensionales biocompatibles de gelatina y 

alginato para cultivo de células de neuroblastoma; b) determinar las propiedades 

mecánicas de los hidrogeles bioimpresos; c) comparar las adaptaciones del 

comportamiento celular de dos líneas celulares de neuroblastoma agresivas diferentes, 

SK-N-BE(2) y SH-SY5Y, cuando se cultivan en monocultivo o cocultivo con células 

estromales de Schwann, en diferentes condiciones de rigidez del hidrogel y tiempo de 

cultivo; y d) cuantificar la degradación del hidrogel, la dinámica de los grupos celulares, 

la síntesis de proteínas relacionadas con la migración, la diferenciación y la dinámica del 

metabolismo mediante análisis de imagen digital para definir el comportamiento de los 

neuroblastos. 

Los objetivos específicos en hidrogeles de polietilenglicol in vitro tridimensionales 

son: a) fabricar andamios biocompatibles de polietilenglicol tridimensionales que 

incorporen vitronectina para recapitular las condiciones de crecimiento de 

neuroblastoma de alto riesgo; b) asegurar la rigidez fisiopatológica, el entrecruzamiento 

funcional de vitronectina y la viabilidad celular para validar la utilidad del modelo; c) 

caracterizar el crecimiento de grupos celulares y sus adaptaciones respecto la síntesis 

de vitronectina relacionadas con la rigidez del hidrogel, el tiempo de cultivo y la 

presencia de vitronectina entrecruzada añadida; y d) evaluar el potencial de vitronectina 

como biomarcador secretado y diana terapéutica en neuroblastoma de alto riesgo. 
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La presente investigación de tesis doctoral se presenta como un compendio de tres 

publicaciones científicas junto con trabajo complementario presentado en congresos 

científicos. Se proporcionan datos relevantes adicionales no comunicados para 

complementar el conocimiento de las señales de transmisión mecánica, que se 

producen dentro del microambiente tumoral e impulsan el comportamiento de las 

células neuroblásticas, lo que destaca el potencial de los modelos in vitro como 

plataformas de prueba de fármacos. Los artículos que componen este compendio son: 

I. A three-dimensional bioprinted model to evaluate the effect of stiffness on 

neuroblastoma cell cluster dynamics and behavior. Monferrer E*, Martín-Vañó S*, 

Carretero A*, García-Lizarribar A, Burgos-Panadero R, Navarro S, Samitier J, Noguera 

R. Sci Rep. 2020 Apr 14;10(1):6370.  

Este artículo enfatiza la necesidad de la tridimensionalidad en los cultivos celulares y 

la importancia de la rigidez de la matriz extracelular para recapitular las señales 

mecánicas que desencadenan la respuesta de adaptación celular con el tiempo, así 

como los cambios en la proliferación y la actividad del metabolismo del ARNm asociados 

a dicha adaptación. Los hallazgos revelan que los hidrogeles a base de gelatina 

metacrilada con alginato metacrilado permiten generar modelos tridimensionales para 

el cultivo celular, con propiedades biotensegrales similares tanto a las de los modelos 

murinos de neuroblastoma como a las de las biopsias humanas de neuroblastoma. 

Además, la composición del alginato define la rigidez y la porosidad del andamiaje, que 

se modifican con el tiempo por la actividad del cultivo celular. Los resultados también 

confirman que la rigidez regula la dinámica de crecimiento de las agrupaciones celulares, 

siendo menor la densidad y ocupación de estas agrupaciones en entornos más rígidos. 

Por otro lado, en los cultivos celulares de hasta 4 semanas realizados, las condiciones 

rígidas favorecen la malignidad celular al aumentar tanto la proliferación como la 

indiferenciación y las vías metabólicas controladas por la expresión de PTBP1. Aunque 

la rigidez también promueve tanto la expresión de Bax como marcador de apoptosis, 

como de Bcl2 como marcador de antiapoptosis, el predominio de Bcl2 asegura la 

supervivencia celular dentro de los hidrogeles. Además, el alto índice de mitosis-

cariorrexis típico de la línea celular SK-N-BE(2) se mantiene en los hidrogeles generados, 

lo que corrobora la agresividad de las células cancerosas cultivadas. 
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II. Digital Image Analysis Applied to Tumor Cell Proliferation, Aggressiveness, and 

Migration-Related Protein Synthesis in Neuroblastoma 3D Models. Monferrer E*, 

Sanegre S*, Martín-Vañó S, García-Lizarribar A, Burgos-Panadero R, López-Carrasco 

A, Navarro S, Samitier J, Noguera R. Int J Mol Sci. 2020 Nov 17;21(22):8676. 

Este estudio complementa los resultados previos al evaluar la síntesis de proteínas 

relacionadas con la migración. Evidenciamos el comportamiento distintivo de las líneas 

celulares de neuroblastoma agresivo según sus características genéticas (amplificación 

de MYCN o mutación de ALK), así como la influencia de las células del estroma en el 

comportamiento de las células cancerosas. Los resultados de los cultivos celulares de 

neuroblastoma a largo plazo en los hidrogeles revelan que las células SK-N-BE(2) (con 

MYCN amplificado) son más proliferativas que las SH-SY5Y (con mutación de ALK), del 

mismo modo que revelan una disminución de la proliferación en largos tiempos de 

cultivo. Además, la rigidez afecta la proliferación de células SH-SY5Y de manera diferente 

a las SK-N-BE(2). En cuanto a la síntesis de VN, ambas líneas celulares expresan 

inicialmente cantidades elevadas de esta glicoproteína, pero su expresión disminuye con 

el paso del tiempo. A pesar de que casi no se encuentra expresión de DOCK8, proteína 

implicada en reorganización de citoesqueleto principalmente de células relacionadas 

con la respuesta inmune, en hidrogeles con cultivos neuroblásticos puros hasta tiempos 

de cultivo muy largos, los niveles proteicos de KANK1, que media inicialmente la 

mecanotransducción en las adhesiones focales, se mantienen estables 

independientemente del tiempo, la rigidez del hidrogel o las características genéticas de 

las líneas celulares. Críticamente, la incorporación de células de Schwann tiene efectos 

sinérgicos pero variables con la rigidez del microambiente, lo que afecta el 

comportamiento celular dependiendo del sistema. En particular, las células de Schwann 

suelen reducir los índices de proliferación del modelo y la síntesis de vitronectina, 

aunque esta última parece incrementarse en cultivos suficientemente prolongados. 

Además, las células de Schwann promueven en gran medida la expresión de DOCK8 

dentro de los hidrogeles, especialmente en cultivos de SH-SY5Y, pero no influyen en los 

patrones de expresión de KANK1. Por lo tanto, la incorporación de Schwann cambia 

radicalmente el comportamiento general del modelo, lo que evidencia la necesidad de 

diseñar modelos de cocultivo precisos.  
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III. Vitronectin-based hydrogels recapitulate neuroblastoma growth conditions. 

Monferrer E*, Dobre O*, Trujillo S, González Oliva MA, Trubert-Paneli A, Acevedo-

León D, Noguera R, Salmerón-Sánchez M. Front. Cell Dev. Biol. 2022 Oct 

11;10:988699. 

El objetivo de esta investigación es reproducir parte de la matriz extracelular de 

neuroblastoma de alto riesgo incorporando vitronectina de longitud completa como 

única molécula bioactiva dentro de los hidrogeles de polietilenglicol, y caracterizar el 

impacto específico de este microambiente en las células de neuroblastoma. Los 

hallazgos de este estudio confirman que la vitronectina se puede peguilar sin perder su 

funcionalidad y luego incorporarse a las estructuras de polietilenglicol durante la 

formación de los hidrogeles. Además, la nanoindentación asegura que la proporción de 

polietilenglicol permite una regulación precisa de la rigidez del modelo dentro del rango 

fisiopatológico del neuroblastoma, así como que la vitronectina no altera las condiciones 

iniciales de rigidez. Sin embargo, la nanoindentación realizada en los cultivos de células 

SK-N-BE(2) dentro de las plataformas generadas indican que la vitronectina favorece la 

degradación del modelo. De forma importante, el ensayo de viabilidad celular corrobora 

que los hidrogeles diseñados respaldan la supervivencia celular, así como la formación 

y el crecimiento de agrupaciones celulares. Curiosamente, los entornos rígidos no 

afectan el ritmo de crecimiento celular a los 7 días, pero son más restrictivos en cuanto 

a la anidación de agrupaciones celulares. Además, los resultados obtenidos prueban que 

las células SK-N-BE(2) sintetizan vitronectina incluso cuando ya está presente en el 

entorno en el que crecen, y que de hecho, puede detectarse en los medios de cultivo 

celular, lo que sugiere la vitronectina como potencial biomarcador soluble en NB. 

En general, los estudios llevados a cabo en esta tesis combinan física, biología, 

bioingeniería y química para lograr una relevancia fisiopatológica precisa en modelos 

tridimensionales de neuroblastoma in vitro, y se benefician de las técnicas de análisis de 

imagen digital para comprender mejor los mecanismos biotensegrales que sustentan la 

agresividad del neuroblastoma. Concluimos que los cambios de comportamiento del 

tumor, impulsados por la mecanotransducción de señales biotensegrales célula-matriz 

extracelular, evolucionan de manera diferente dependiendo de las características del 

sistema, por lo que son extremadamente complejos y difíciles de predecir in vivo. En 

consecuencia, es necesario desarrollar mayor número de modelos básicos de cáncer que 
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recreen aspectos biotensegrales sencillos antes de generar plataformas fisiopatológicas 

complejas, ya que solo los primeros proporcionarán un conocimiento preciso de los 

mecanismos biotensegrales específicos que regulan el comportamiento tumoral, y que 

podrían ser dianas terapéuticas en estudios preclínicos realizados en estas plataformas.  
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1. Biotensegrity and mechanotransduction in euplastic and 

neoplastic human tissues 

Attraction and repulsion physicochemical forces occurring in atomic and molecular 

interactions are the main responsible for shaping the universe as we know it and 

become equilibrated tensile and compressive forces to stabilize the architecture of 

complex structures [1,2]. In 1960s, this “tensional integrity” was renamed as tensegrity 

to initially refer to tensegral structures [1]. Currently, this concept defines a self-

balancing principle in those structures built with discontinuous rigid struts connected by 

a continuous network of flexible tension ropes [3]. Despite being a relatively new 

structural concept, the universality of tensegrity is gradually being accepted and applied 

in architecture, engineering, or art among other fields, from micro to macro scale [4–6]. 

Tensegral models can also be applied to the field of biology (biotensegrity), referring 

to the functional homeostatic organization that support life at all detectable scales, from 

more complex biological systems to proteins or DNA [7,8]. It is easy to recognize 

biotensegrity in the human body through the arrangement of muscles, tendons, and 

bones forming an interconnected network of tension and compression elements, known 

as the musculoskeletal system, which provides structural stability and enables 

coordinated movement [7,9]. In fact, cells also obey the biotensegral self-balancing 

principle, since they are equipped with an internal biopolymeric structure, the 

cytoskeleton, which hard-wires cell membrane, nucleus, and organelles. Thus, the 

cytoskeleton gives shape, stability, and elastic rigidity to the cell through the mechanical 

balance between the tension traveling along the actin fibers and the compression 

exerted by the microtubules [9,10]. Also, the nucleus and its membrane have their own 

tensegrity system intertwined with the cytoskeleton tensegrity elements, which shapes 

the intracellular mechanotransduction pathways regulating chromatin organization and 

cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis [9,10]. 

However, cellular biotensegrity is unable to ensure the proper functioning of a tissue 

by itself. Cells need to communicate with each other and with their surroundings, 

sensing chemical and mechanical cues and responding to them. In this sense, the 

biotensegrity of the cellular environment allows the mechanotransduction of the main 
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physical signals participating in cellular communication pathways [11,12]. The 

extracellular matrix (ECM) is the set of elements of the ground substance (which mainly 

act as forces that withstand intermittent compression) and fibrillary elements (which act 

as elements of continuous tension) that build up the environment that surrounds and 

supports the cells, joining the tissues of the body [8,13] (Figure 1). The ECM is a complex 

three-dimensional network that includes among many other elements, collagen, elastin, 

and fibrillin as fibrillary elements, and glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans, fibronectin 

and vitronectin (VN) as non-fibrillary elements, and together with the cytoskeleton and 

the nucleus, it provides cells with an efficient communication system for the 

transmission of physical forces [14,15]. Interestingly, cell-ECM interaction conforms a 

biotensegrity system itself, where cell traction forces and points of resistance within the 

ECM are balanced [8]. In this regard, the cytoskeleton bridges biotensegral 

communication between the cell inner and the ECM by molecular assemblies known as 

focal adhesions (FAs) [16–18]. FAs consist of an agglomerate of integrin receptors that 

bind to specific ECM ligands through the extracellular domain, and to actin sites of the 

cytoskeleton via intracellular adapter proteins, such as talin, vinculin and paxillin [19,20]. 

Remarkably, since tensegrity components from ECM, cytoskeleton and nucleus are 

interconnected [21], intracellular force transmission might guarantee chromatin 

stability in stress conditions, thus ensuring physiological cell homeostasis and normal 

function [22]. When a mechanical cue is received, sensed mainly by FAs, it modifies the 

cytoskeletal scaffold, which triggers signal amplification and propagation through force-

dependent signaling pathways that are sequentially activated until a response is 

induced. Furthermore, cell-cell junctions mediated mainly by cadherins allow 

neighboring cell arranged responses to signals affecting a single cell [23,24].  

In addition, there are other elements embedded in the tissue ECM that also 

participate in biotensegral communication processes, setting up the tissue 

microenvironment (TME) (Figure 1). Thus, the tissue microenvironment is the entire 

ecosystem that surrounds and nourishes a tissue and includes non-tissue-specific cells 

(stromal cells, including immune cells), blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, nerves, and 

various molecules [25–27]. In this way, mechanosensing and mechanotransduction 

physiological processes occur in the three-dimensional space of the tissue 
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microenvironment. The biological significance of mechanotransduction is to promote 

coordinated cytoskeletal reorganizations that determine cell behavior such as gene 

expression or movement [8], but also redefine the whole tissue shape, which in turn 

depend on the stiffness and flexibility of the tissue microenvironment [28,29]. Indeed, 

the mechanical properties of the tissue microenvironment allow cells to remodel the 

ECM by exerting traction forces, both in homeostasis and in tissue disorders. 

Consequently, ECM alterations in structure, composition, stiffness, or organization may 

result in pathological events such as cell denervation, loss of regeneration potential, 

aberrant wound-healing capacity, and inflammation [30–32].  

Figure 1. Representation of the interacting tumor microenvironment elements involved in biotensegrity 

mechanotransduction signaling. ECM: extracellular matrix, TME: tumor microenvironment.

 

In this regard, diseases display their own aberrant biotensegral systems, based on the 

abovementioned mechanisms, which drive illness evolution as occurs in cancer disease 

[33,34]. Non-cancerous cells within the TME lye among a network of ECM fibers, and are 

essential not only in tumor progression, but also even before tumorigenesis [35,36]. 
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Specifically, stromal cells can deregulate tissue homeostasis, affecting architecture, 

adhesion, cell death and proliferation, thus shaping tumor aggressiveness, metastatic 

capacity, and therapy resistance [37]. Additionally, cancer cells also respond to TME 

mechanical cues in different ways, for example by promoting TME stiffening, further 

increasing tumor disorganization and cell motility [38]. Overall, tumor biotensegrity 

plays a key role in the pathogenesis and evolution of the malignant process, as important 

as the genetic instability of tumor cells [38]. In this way, several cancer studies highlight 

cell-ECM biotensegrity crosstalk as a major driving force in cell behavior by shifting cell 

adaptability towards a malignant phenotype [39–41], so the manipulation of ECM 

biotensegral system could be explored to develop new therapeutic approaches in cancer 

[8,42].  

2. Cancer cell plasticity and adaptability 

Cells continuously perceive their surrounding conditions through the different 

intermingled biotensegral systems, and generate a specific response linked to an 

adaptation process. Cellular plasticity is the ability of cells to modify their phenotype 

without genetic mutations to ensure their viability and functionality within the 

microenvironment where they are [43,44]. Although certain cell types such as stem cells 

may display greater plasticity in specific conditions [45,46], phenotype switching is a 

common process in all body tissues [47–49] and is also recognized as an essential 

phenomenon upon injury and disease, particularly in neoplasms [50,51]. Generally, 

malignant cells firstly encounter an acidic, hypoxic, and nutrient deficient TME, where 

they must then induce anchorage-independent growth to enter and survive in vessels 

until they finally colonize other organs with a completely new microenvironment [52]. 

Therefore, cancer cells need to rapidly adapt to different microenvironments during 

cancer progression to proliferate, invade, metastasize, and eventually resist drug 

therapy. 

To do so, cells mostly exert their plasticity through metabolic reprogramming 

pathways, which can be driven or not by intrinsic TME epigenetic instability [53,54] 

(Figure 2). Metabolic reprogramming has been defined as the ability of cancer cells to 

redirect their bioenergetic pathways to meet the increased energy demand derived 
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from its proliferation and growth activities, and it has become one of the 10 hallmarks 

of cancer [55,56]. The Warburg effect has been widely held to be the classical example 

of a cell-intrinsic reprogrammed metabolic pathway [57]. It refers to the tendency of 

tumor cells to increase glucose consumption through fermentation (a typical anaerobic 

process) even when oxygen is available, leading to aerobic glycolysis. In this way, cancer 

cells consume an elevated amount of glucose and contribute to TME acidosis by lactate 

production, which enhances ECM remodeling, angiogenesis, and tumor invasion [58,59].  

Apart from carbohydrate, amino acid, and lipid metabolism plasticity [60], tumor cells 

can also undergo morphological and molecular adaptations affecting cell physics when 

responding to TME biotensegral cues. This is the case of the lower firmness of metastatic 

cells, that lose the consistency and tensegrity of their scaffold by reducing actin 

filaments and microtubules [61,62]. Similarly, ECM stiffness facilitates cells to rewire 

their epithelial cytoskeleton switching to a malignant (pseudomesenchymal) phenotype 

through epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), which involves loss of both apical-

basal polarity and cell-cell junctions [63,64] (Figure 2). Therefore, malignant cells 

become easily deformable, elastic, and mobile, which induces pleomorphism, enhances 

infiltration and enables metastasis [65]. Importantly, epithelial-mesenchymal transition 

is a completely reversible process as it occurs without genetic mutations, so cancer cells 

can display a hybrid phenotypic state (bridge cells) to invade other tissues and then 

revert to epithelial phenotype (mesenchymal-epithelial transition, MET) once they 

encounter the new environment [66]. Moreover, epigenetic reprogramming can also 

induce deeper cell fate changes by cell reprogramming processes such as 

dedifferentiation and transdifferentiation [67]. In this regard, partially differentiated 

cancer cells may dedifferentiate into cancer stem cells, which can perpetuate 

indefinitely and are mostly drug insensitive. Once a new pool of extremely plastic cancer 

stem cells has been generated, they can transdifferentiate into different cell lineages or 

even undergo phenotype mimicking adaptations, thus promoting tumor heterogeneity 

[53]. 

Remarkably, cell plasticity derives from the biotensegral intercommunication 

processes between the cell and its environment, so this phenomenon can also be 

understood as a process of collective adaptability within the tumor (Figure 2). For 
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instance, both ECM and cells regulate the mechanical forces exerted on cell–cell 

connections, which determine the size of those junctions thus affecting neighboring 

communication and organization [68,69]. Indeed, tumor cell cooperation may lead to a 

transient spatial rearrangement for collective migration of mobile and non-mobile cells 

as an entity, that may reveal worse clinical outcomes than single cells [70–72]. To ensure 

such a collective dissemination, cell clusters adapt to their respective TME by displaying 

aberrant polarity patterns, and/or remodeling the ECM in specific cases [73–75]. Among 

ECM modifications, desmoplasia induced by tumor stroma cells disturb tumor cell 

cytoskeleton homeostasis and the synthesis of ECM proteins [37]. This promotes ECM 

stiffening and subsequently upregulates malignant behaviors such as loss of euplastic 

tissue architecture and invasion. In addition, cell-ECM interplay generates molecular 

signals that shape the inflammatory polarization of immune cells within the TME and 

may induce tumor immune escape and immunotherapy resistance [76–79]. 

Figure 2. Interplay between tumor adaptation processes. Cell-ECM interaction (top-left) trigger cancer 

cell adaptation mechanisms (top-right), which subsequently induce unicellular adaptations (bot-right) 

coordinating collective adaptations (bot-left). Connecting arrows indicate bidirectional regulation 

between all adaptation processes. ECM: extracellular matrix, EMT: epithelial-mesenchymal transition, 

MET: mesenchymal-epithelial transition.   
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In a different way, TME biotensegrity may lead not only to phenotypic plasticity, but 

also to a genotypic adaptability. It is widely accepted that activating mutations in 

oncogenes and silencing mutations in tumor suppressor genes contribute to 

carcinogenesis, tumor malignancy, and even therapeutic resistance [80,81]. In addition, 

large cell population sizes, short cell generation time, and high mutation rates all 

contribute to rapidly increase tumor heterogeneity, thus preparing a clonal adaptive 

landscape within the tumor, which is responsive to TME signaling [82]. For example, the 

presence of therapeutic agents in TME causes clonal selection of resistant malignant 

cells, ensuring tumor survival [83,84]. However, TME conditions may not only exert 

positive selection of malignant mutations, but also promote the appearance of de novo 

genetic changes. This is the case of epigenetic instability followed by genetic instability, 

which intertwine in positive feedback during tumor progression [85]. In this sense, it has 

been seen that many inactivating mutations affecting genes that control the epigenome 

can disrupt DNA methylation patterns, histone modifications, and nucleosome 

positioning, which in turn may cause point mutations and disable DNA repair functions, 

thus increasing genetic alterations. 

3. Precision diagnostics and therapeutics in oncology 

The biotensegral comprehension of cancer is currently providing new insights related 

to the cell-TME crosstalk determining tumor dynamism and aggressiveness. Therefore, 

this perspective needs to be incorporated to translational research to release the clinical 

potential of the basic knowledge that it is being generated. Translational research 

translates basic science observations into knowledge that can be used to develop 

powerful targeted treatment options. Moreover, it also benefits from clinic information 

which turns into a basic knowledge refining, thus consolidating precision medicine 

strategies [86,87]. Translational oncology is inextricably linked to the clinical field, so 

cancer diagnosis and oncology research studies have been mostly supported by genetic 

and histological analysis performed on patient biopsies [88,89]. Histological evaluation 

is traditionally based on the characterization of stained tissue slides by a pathologist. In 

this regard, histochemistry (HC) and immunohistochemistry (IHC) are the main staining 

techniques routinely used in biomedicine due to their simplicity, robustness, and low 

cost [90,91]. Despite both HC and IHC are used to visualize biological structures within a 
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tissue section by different chemical reactions, only the latter involves the use of 

monoclonal and/or polyclonal antibodies. Depending on the protocol, these techniques 

provide color and contrast to specific TME elements. Remarkably, albeit tissue staining 

techniques can illustrate biotensegral related features within the tumor (e.g., ECM 

composition and organization), they were complex to evaluate, so the scientific 

community has begun to appreciate their importance with the rise of artificial 

intelligence (AI) and digital pathology in recent decades [92,93].  

AI discipline combines computer science and robust datasets to enable problem-

solving, thus boosting research forward. Cumulative advances in AI technologies have 

refined complex classification and prediction making processes that have revolutionized 

precision medicine [94,95]. In this way, there are several successful clinical applications 

of AI in oncology such as whole blood multicancer detection, virtual biopsies and 

advanced clinical decision support systems that combine genomics and clinomics [96]. 

For instance, machine learning and deep learning approaches are typically used in the 

digital pathology field to analyze whole slide images of stained tumor tissue. Regarding 

HC and IHC staining techniques, the implementation of novel image analysis tools 

provides information that complements clinical practice [97,98]. Indeed, stained 

histological sections can be converted into digital slides and then processed with image 

analysis tools, which translates the color pattern of the image into a numerical code of 

the quantified features (Figure 3). There are plenty of specific proprietary license 

(Pannoramic Viewer, Imaris) and versatile open-source image analysis softwares (FIJI, 

QuPath, CellProfiler) which can be chosen depending on the study requirements. 

Computation not only automates and speeds up data obtention, but also potentially 

increases the quality and diversity of the acquired information [99–101]. In this way, the 

greater precision and resolution of these technologies enables the analysis of new 

complex morphometric and topological features, such as fiber branching or intercellular 

distances [102,103]. Consequently, digital pathology expands data generation capacity 

in a reproducible way, decreasing human error and allowing measurement 

standardization, which in turn improves statistics and enhances the robustness of the 

conclusions of the studies [104].  
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Figure 3. Standard digital image analysis pipeline followed with the main four softwares used in this 

doctoral thesis.   

 

Translational research has clinical objectives, so it demands studies in physiologically 

relevant samples. For this reason, oncology research is basically nourished by tumor 

samples from patients, since these contain the most precise information about the 

overall behavior of the disease. In fact, these studies have contributed to therapy 

development and improved the survival and life quality of many cancer patients, 

especially since digital pathology incorporation into the routine of laboratories and 

hospitals [105]. However, the increasing knowledge has revealed the complex functional 

interconnection between the multiple elements that constitute the tumor and its 

microenvironment, as well as the need to generate simplified study alternatives to 

understand the bases of specific pathogenic mechanisms. 

Cancer in vivo models, most frequently murine models, have emerged as an 

alternative to rapidly obtain large number of highly mimetic tumor samples [106]. Two 

of the most widely used strategies are cell-line-derived and patient-derived xenografts 

(PDX). The former is based on the engraftment of established human cell lines, whereas 

the latter is generated by implantation of tumor fragments or disaggregated tumor cells, 

which are obtained from the material excised from patient [107,108]. Both models can 

be heterotopic, when inoculation is made in a different place from the original tumor 

site, or orthotopic, when engrafted into the analogous localization of the primary tumor. 
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Orthotopic models better imitate original TME conditions, so they exhibit greater 

pathophysiological relevance than heterotopic models [106]. Nevertheless, regardless 

the approximation, introducing cancer cells or tumor tissue in complex living organisms 

such as mice induce tumorigenesis within a biotensegrity network, thus providing cells 

with the signaling infrastructure they need to properly intercommunicate with TME. For 

this purpose, animals need to be immunocompromised, immunodeficient or humanized 

since their physiology differs from human and may impede tumor growth and immune 

system normal response [109–111]. Typically, these traits are generated by genetic 

editing tools, which allows upregulating or downregulating gene expression, or even 

adding (knockin) or removing (knockout, KO) specific genes related to different 

pathogenic pathways [112–114]. Also, murine models can be genetically engineered 

(GEMMs) to allow spontaneous murine tumor development within the native tissue and 

with appropriate immune response [115]. Therefore, tumors thus obtained develop 

under controlled experimental conditions, so samples display less intratumoral 

heterogeneity than in native conditions, being thus more reproducible and enhancing 

analysis robustness. Overall, in vivo models improve the comprehension of cellular 

processes occurring in a natural TME, relevant to therapy designing and response 

prediction [116–118]. However, working with animal models implies studying tumors 

with similar complexity to the patient samples, developed in non-human TME growth 

conditions and several ethics implications [119], which demands alternative ways to 

study cancer pathogenic basis. 

In contrast, established human cell lines have traditionally been the most used in vitro 

experimental model in cancer research. Cell culture is the simplest and cheapest way to 

study cellular roles in cancer and is responsible for most of the knowledge generated in 

the oncology field [120]. In this way, the evaluation of multiple biomarkers, genetic 

aberrations, and therapeutic drugs has shed light on the biological processes driving 

cancer pathogenesis, aggressiveness, migration, and therapeutic resistance  [121,122]. 

However, it consists of growing cancer cells in a monolayer on a rigid surface (plastic or 

glass), generally for long time periods under controlled experimental conditions, which 

typically induce cell phenotypic and genotypic alterations [123]. Moreover, cell line 

handling entails issues such as cross-contamination, which can generate controversial 
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results [124]. Nevertheless, the most important limitation is that cell cultures completely 

ignore TME role on cell behavior, so they cannot recapitulate the pathophysiological 

biotensegral conditions [124,125].  

In the last decades, in vitro models have been evolving to 3D approaches, from 

spheroids to sophisticated cell culture scaffolds, with increasing TME mimicking 

capabilities [126,127]. Hence, when compared with monolayer cell cultures, 3D in vitro 

strategies better recreate in vivo drug availability and cell response, as well as tumor 

spreading patterns and gene expression profiles [127,128]. Multicellular tumor 

spheroids (MCS) are scaffold-free 3D cell aggregates that although the lack of ECM 

mimic in vivo cell-cell interactions and diffusional gradients, thus replicating hypoxia and 

necrosis found in the tumor center besides drug cytotoxicity [129,130]. MCS origin from 

either multiple cell compaction or by single cell proliferation in flotation conditions on 

non-adhesive surfaces [131]. However, several cell types are unable to form MCS. Also, 

the size and shape of MCS presents some limitations when simulating vascularized 

tumors and some metastasis initiations [131]. Advances in biomaterials have upgraded 

MCS into a more pathophysiological relevant models by incorporating synthetic and/or 

natural matrices which support 3D cell culture [129]. Generally, synthetic matrices are 

made of polymers, bioactive glasses, or self-assembled peptides, whereas natural 

matrices typically consist of ECM forming biomolecules [131]. Nevertheless, several 

approximations have engineered mixed matrices combining synthetic and natural 

components, increasing therefore the model capabilities. Scaffold-based models not 

only provide cell-ECM intercommunication, but also facilitates precisely fine-tuning ECM 

features such as composition, stiffness, and architecture, which in turn allows studying 

their role within the tumor pathophysiology [131]. Regarding their substrate properties, 

scaffold-based models can be defined as hydrogels, consisting of crosslinked networks 

of hydrophilic polymers that swell in water, or solid scaffolds, which provide fibrous or 

porous structures to support ECM deposition. Alternatively, naturally derived scaffolds 

can be generated by decellularizing ECM from the tissues, which keeps the natural 

architecture and removes the allogenic cellular antigens. Focusing on increasing 

manufacturing requirements, 3D culture platforms can be manually shaped, mold 

casted or 3D printed. In this way, as fabrication sophistication increases, 3D in vitro 
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tumor models become more accurate and complex, so they can better simulate specific 

features considering TME heterogeneity [132]. Notably, different stroma and tumor 

cells coexist within the TME, so native tumor conditions cannot be fully recreated by 

using 3D models containing just one cell type. In vitro 3D cell culture strategies 

abovementioned can overcome this issue by adopting multi-cell-type co-culturing, 

potentially mimicking in vivo spatial cell organization [133] and precisely recapitulating 

cancer hallmarks [56], that is, becoming tumor organoids (tumoroids) [134]. Also, novel 

microfluidic technologies can be combined with 3D cultures, particularly in casted and 

printed scaffolds, to elaborate complex and dynamic tumor-on-a-chip systems, 

gradually improving the pathophysiological relevance of the models [135]. 

4. Translational studies in neuroblastoma 

Neuroblastoma (NB) represents 7% of childhood cancers worldwide, being therefore 

the most common solid extracranial tumor in pediatric age. It arises from malignant 

transformation of the neural crest sympathoadrenal lineage during embryonic 

development and is mainly diagnosed during the first 18 months of life [136,137]. 

Although it is mostly detected in adrenal gland (65%), NB can appear in any primary 

location throughout the sympathetic nervous system, such as in paraspinal ganglia of 

thorax, neck, and pelvis [137]. Metastatic disease is located in bone marrow, bone, liver, 

and lymph nodes, and rarely in the skin, brain, or lungs [138]. It is a clinically and 

biologically heterogeneous disease, causing 15% of cancer-related deaths in children 

[137,139]. In fact, patients with more benign NB subtypes have spontaneous regression 

of the disease even without treatment [140], while the more aggressive variants (high-

risk, HR-NB) course with metastasis, resistance to existing multimodal therapies and 

display extremely low survival, below 40% [141,142]. Prognosis depends on many 

clinical (age and stage), histological (amount of stroma and differentiation degree) and 

genetic (MYCN oncogene amplification, 11q deletion and ploidy) factors, all included in 

the pre-treatment risk classification system developed by the International 

Neuroblastoma Risk Group (INRG) [143]. Additional genetic factors, such as recurrent 

numerical and segmental chromosome aberrations, and mutations have currently been 

described to upgrade this stratification and improve patient survival rates [144]. For 
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instance, typical segmental chromosome aberrations and several somatic alterations in 

ATRX or TERT genes associated with telomere elongation are linked to poor prognosis 

[145,146], as well as ALK oncogenic mutations. Remarkably, some of the latter have 

been described driving hereditary NB [144]. Still, despite growing knowledge and clinical 

advances, HR-NB patients keep on with particularly high mortality rates, highlighting the 

need to identify and validate new targeted therapies. 

As in general cancer research, biotensegrity of NB has been traditionally poorly 

investigated, but it has now been recognized as one of the most basic mechanisms 

regulating tumor proliferation and treatment resistance. Our group has previously 

described some ECM morphological patterns together with vessel structural 

characteristics to be considered in the histopathologic analysis of NB [147]. In particular, 

our studies have pinpointed that crosslinked and branching reticulin fibers, scarce 

glycosaminoglycans and collagen type I fibers within or surrounding tumor niches and 

abundant pericellular and/or intracellular VN were related to a stiff ECM and poor 

prognosis in NB patients [102,148,149]. Indeed, these factors were found to define ultra 

HR-NB aggressiveness in samples from our patient cohorts when combined with 

abundant irregularly shaped vessels such as large blood vessels, intermediate lymphatic 

capillaries and small collector vessels [150–152].  

Nevertheless, NB is an extremely complex and plastic tumor due to its intrinsic 

heterogeneity, so it can adapt and develop in different primary and metastatic 

environments [153,154]. As previously mentioned in Section 2., tumor malignant and 

non-malignant cells reprogram their metabolism in response to TME biotensegral cues, 

thus enabling coordinated cellular responses that remodels the TME according to tumor 

needs (e.g., regulating cell immune infiltration). Simultaneously, metabolic 

reprogramming gives rise to differential biomarker expression within the different cell 

populations of the tumor depending on their functional states. In this regard, cell 

undifferentiation markers such as OCT4 have revealed the presence of extremely plastic 

cells displaying a cancer stem cell-like phenotype, and their amount has been closely 

related to NB patients’ survival by us and others [155–158]. In addition, this NB cells can 

transdifferentiate between an adrenergic (sympathetic) and mesenchymal (neural-

crest-like) state, which is analogous to the abovementioned epithelial-to-mesenchymal 
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transition [159,160]. Thus, bridge cells present an intermediate phenotype that can be 

epigenetically regulated to foster different transcriptional outputs [161]. For instance, 

loss of GD2 lead this transition to mesenchymal state, which has been correlated with 

therapy resistance and relapse in NB [162]. Moreover, all these phenotypic plasticity 

processes are complemented by additional genotypic adaptability. Indeed, we have 

described that ECM stiffness triggers de novo genetic aberrations in genes such as 

KANK1 and DOCK8 [163], which regulate cytoskeleton organization and cell movement 

processes [164,165].  

Altogether, NB exhibit formidable adaptability that not only facilitates tumor 

progression and survival, but also allows NB cell growth in in vivo and in vitro 

experimental environments. This capacity is widely shared by different cancers and has 

allowed biomedical research to develop current knowledge and therapies. There are 

more than 100 well-characterized established cell lines available for NB modeling [166], 

which are classified in three distinct phenotypes: N-type or neuroblastic cells (e.g., SH-

SY5Y) are sympathoadrenal neuroblasts; S-type or substrate-adherent cells (e.g., LA1-

5s) are non-neuronal precursor cells; and I-type or intermediate cells (e.g., SK-N-BE(2)) 

combine both previous phenotypes and exhibit cancer stem cell aggressive features 

[167]. NB cell lines as well as patient or model derived materials (cells or tissue) can be 

inoculated, mostly in mice, to produce a wide variety of syngeneic, transgenic, 

xenograft, and humanized in vivo models for neuroblastoma research and drug efficacy 

studies [168]. Additionally, a set of GEMMs have been developed specifically to induce 

NB after the TH-MYCN model, which was the first to demonstrate the MYCN role in NB 

pathogenesis, thus identifying the oncogene pathway as a potential therapeutic target 

[169]. In fact, some NB GEMMs have been developed from the TH-MYCN, including new 

relevant NB mutations, such as the TH-MYCN/ALK(F1174) model, which has been 

preclinically used to evaluate ALK inhibitors and elucidate the crosstalk between ALK 

and MYCN pathways in NB [170]. Depending on the strategy, models succeed recreating 

specific NB features related to histology traits, genetic aberrations, or invasion patterns. 

For instance, we have established VN-KO PDX NB murine models to investigate the 

implications of VN and its ligands in NB behavior [171]. However, limited engraftment 

rates, coupled with murine stromal elements in the samples, and the ethical efforts to 
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replace animals in biomedical experimentation have shifted the research focus towards 

3D in vitro models.  

In recent years, growing evidence on the implication of biotensegrity and TME in 

tumor pathogenesis has led to the development of new 3D cell culture strategies 

mimicking NB TME to facilitate their study [172,173]. Multiple NB cell lines have been 

used to establish MCS models, which have proved to simulate some tumor original 

features besides their suitability for stem cell research and therapy testing studies 

[174,175]. Analogous scenarios have been obtained with several 3D hydrogels 

fabricated with collagen, gelatin, or chitosan, adopted to carry out a set of NB behavior 

studies [176–178]. Further studies in hydrogel scaffolds have recreated natural cellular 

structures and interactions by co-culturing mesenchymal stem cells and human 

umbilical vein endothelial cells together with NB cells [179]. Recently, collagen-based 

solid scaffolds containing glycosaminoglycans or nanohydroxyapatite have been tested 

in NB research regarding bone and bone-marrow metastasis treatment [180]. Even so, 

these studies mostly focus on deciphering NB behavior or the effect of traditional 

cytotoxic or cytostatic therapeutic strategies by using more relevant NB models. 

Consequently, chemotherapy and radiotherapy continue acting not only on the 

malignant and stromal cells of the tumor, but also non-specifically injuring ECM 

elements, which can promote relapse or treatment resistance [181]. Therefore, modern 

oncology demands new and more precise therapeutic approaches, which should 

manipulate specific biotensegrity cues to reverse the malignant tumor phenotypes.  

To meet this need, this thesis applies current digital image analysis tools to study the 

ECM as a therapeutic target in in vitro NB models, which are increasingly relevant due 

to tissue engineering advances [181]. In this sense, several studies in in vitro 3D NB 

models are presented here to discern some of the therapeutically targetable 

biotensegral aspects defining NB behavior. Specifically, this thesis evaluates the effect 

of the ECM stiffness (Article I), the influence of Schwann stroma cells (Article II) and the 

impact of certain non-cellular ECM elements such as VN (Article III) on NB cell behavior, 

as well as other uncommunicated results on malignant cell phenotypes obtained from 

the in vitro 3D NB models. Ultimately, it is expected that herein presented models can 

be optimized for developing new biotensegral-based therapies for HR-NB patients.
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1. Experiment guideline 

Following the tumor biotensegrity principle, the experimentation herein provided 

aimed to unravel some basic aspects of the mechanical signal transmission and their 

influence on NB behavior, thus comparing monolayer cell culture approaches (without 

ECM) with 3D cell culture hydrogels (with soft or stiff ECM).  

In this sense, uniaxial compression assays were performed in hydrogels, NB human 

and orthotopic NB mice samples to evaluate the ECM stiffness (Article I). Once hydrogels 

were basically characterized in a mechanical and morphological way, cell dynamics and 

behavior were evaluated by HC and IHC for each experimental condition (Article I, Article 

II and additional uncommunicated results). Further studies on 3D in vitro NB models 

assessed the influence of Schwann stroma cells on NB cell behavior, carrying out a 

deeper characterization for genetic alterations and VN synthesis (Article II). Finally, the 

study of VN impact on NB cell behavior was continued in Article III. VN inclusion pattern 

within the PEG scaffolds was defined, as well as its capability to promote cell adhesion 

or modify the mechanical properties of the models. Also, it was checked whether VN 

allowed NB cells growth and VN synthesis.  

 

2. Cell cultures 

Throughout this thesis focused on NB models, we have studied a total of three cell 

lines relevant to the pathophysiology of this tumor, two of them neuroblastic (SK-N-

BE(2) and SH-SY5Y), and the other stromal (SW10). All three cell lines originally came 

from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). SK-N-BE(2) MYCN-

amplified and SH-SY5Y ALK-mutated human NB cell lines were chosen because their 

genetic features are representative for 50% and 14% of high-risk NB cases, respectively. 

We chose SW10 for coculture purposes since Schwannian stroma is related to patient 

prognosis [182]. SW10 mouse cells were used instead of a human Schwann cell line due 

to availability reasons.  

NB cells were expanded in supplemented IMDM growth media and SW10 in 

supplemented DMEM at 37 °C and 5% CO2 atmosphere as stated in the articles. 
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Monolayer and 3D cultures were kept under same culture conditions. Cells were 

incorporated to 3D hydrogels during their fabrication at 2x106 cells mL-1 for NB cells and 

at 2x105 cells mL-1 for SW10 cells. Cocultures with SW10 were grown in IMDM as NB cell 

line cultures. The media was replaced every 3 days in all culture procedures.  

 

3. In vitro 3D platforms  

Two different approaches for 3D NB modeling have been tested in this thesis. 

GelMA/AlgMA bioprinted hydrogels are described in Article I and Article II, whereas 

mold casted VN/PEG fabrication is shown in Article III. Briefly, hydrogels were 

synthesized combining an ECM-emulating material (gelatin methacrylate in 

GelMA/AlgMA and VN in VN/PEG) with a non-biodegradable component (alginate 

methacrylate in GelMA/AlgMA and PEG in VN/PEG). Previous PEGylation of VN was 

required before its incorporation to the PEG network. The bioinert compound (AlgMA 

or PEG) was used to adjust the mechanical properties of the hydrogel in both models. 

Importantly, UV light polymerization was applied for GelMA/AlgMA, but VN/PEG 

hydrogels were chemically crosslinked. 

In Article I, GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels supported SK-N-BE(2) cell culture, while in 

Article II, GelMA/AlgMA were used to SW10 coculture with SK-N-BE(2) or SH-SY5Y. 

VN/PEG hydrogels were used to culture SK-N-BE(2) cells in Article III. 

 

4. Ethics approval and consent to participate 

Most of the experiments carried out in this thesis have been performed in 3D in vitro 

NB cell cultures, which do not imply ethical concerns. However, NB human and 

orthotopic NB mice samples were used in mechanical compression studies presented in 

Article I. These studies aimed to evaluate in vivo sample stiffness to ensure that 3D NB 

models herein developed properly recreated it in vitro. The use of these samples has 

been properly approved by the corresponding Ethical Committees.  
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Experimentation with human samples was approved by the Ethical Committee of the 

University of Valencia (reference B.0000339 29/01/2015). Participants or their family 

members/legal guardians provided written informed consent for studies performed in 

our laboratory.  

Experimentation with animal samples were carried out in accordance with the 

standards and care approved by the institutional ethical animal care committee 

(reference 2015/VSC/PEA/00083).   

  

5. Digital image analysis  

Digital images were obtained from most of the studies carried out in this work, which 

were informatically processed and analyzed by custom mathematical algorithms. Digital 

image analysis was used to evaluate cell behavior and growth dynamics, morphological 

parameters, biomarker expression, as well as to determine hydrogel features. 

Images mostly came from 3D models, but also from cytochemical (CC), 

immunocytochemical (ICC), and immunofluorescent (IF) stains performed on monolayer 

cell cultures. GelMA/AlgMA models were paraffin embedded, sectioned, HC or IHC 

stained and scanned (Article I and Article II, and other uncommunicated results). 

Depending on the experiment, some VN/PEG models were freshly stained by 

fluorescence and IF, while others were flash frozen in OCT, cryosectioned and IF stained. 

VN/PEG photographs were taken by fluorescence or confocal microscopy (Article III). 

Different computer tools have been combined to obtain the results herein presented. 

HistoQuant and NuclearQuant modules of the Pannoramic Viewer 1.15.4 software were 

adjusted to analyze HC and IHC images (Article I, Article II, and additional 

uncommunicated results). Fluorescence images were processed by FIJI to evaluate cell 

growth dynamics, by CellProfiler 4.2.1 to detect and measure focal adhesions, by QuPath 

0.3.2 to evaluate VN incorporation within the PEG network, and with Imaris to assess 

the presence of VN in confocal microscopy images (Article III). 
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6. Statistics 

D’Agostino-Pearson Normality test or Shapiro-Wilk test were performed on datasets. 

When comparing more than two groups, analysis of variance test (ANOVA test) with a 

Tukey’s post hoc test was used for normal distributed populations, while Kruskal-Wallis 

test with a Dunn’s post hoc test was used for not normal distributed populations. When 

comparing two groups, parametric (t-test) or nonparametric (Mann-Whitney test) tests 

were performed depending on dataset distribution. When data quality was not enough 

to perform quantitative statistical analysis, it was qualitatively assessed.  

 

7. Thesis illustrations 

The illustrative diagrams included in this work have been generated using the graphic 

resources provided by Servier Medical Art (smart.servier.com) or created with 

BioRender.com
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1. Hypothesis 

Considering that, 

1.- The tension and compression physical forces that define biotensegrity display a 

stabilized three-dimensional distribution and are one of the main responsible elements 

for the functioning of biological tissues, including tumor tissues.  

2.- Tumor plasticity allows cancer cells to adapt phenotypically and genotypically to 

the mechanotransduction signals it receives from the surroundings.  

3.- The intercommunication between cellular and non-cellular elements within the 

tumor microenvironment promotes extracellular matrix remodeling and malignant cell 

fate, which define cancer aggressiveness and its drug response.  

We hypothesize that, three-dimensional in vitro models with modulable biotensegral 

conditions trigger tumor cell plasticity and adaptability similar to in vivo, evinced by 

digital image analysis, which allows unraveling specific pathways that confer cancer 

aggressiveness and constitute potential excellent tools in preclinical tests. 

 

2. Aims  

General 

The general purpose of this doctoral thesis is to apply the knowledge of the group on 

neuroblastoma extracellular matrix architecture to develop tumor-like in vitro 

microenvironments, with controllable mechanical properties, that mimic 

neuroblastoma pathophysiology, depicting the mechanical cues determining 

neuroblasts malignancy that can be therapeutically targeted.  

Specifics 

1.- Studies in 3D in vitro gelatin/alginate hydrogels: 

a. Bioprint 3D gelatin plus alginate biocompatible scaffolds for neuroblastoma cell 

culture.   
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b. Determine the mechanical properties of the bioprinted hydrogels. 

c. Compare cell behavioral adaptations of two different aggressive neuroblastoma 

cell lines, SK-N-BE(2) and SH-SY5Y, when monocultured or co-cultured with 

stromal Schwann cells, in different stiffness conditions and culture time points. 

d. Quantify hydrogel degradation, cell cluster dynamics, migration-related protein 

synthesis, differentiation, and metabolism dynamics by digital image analysis to 

define neuroblastoma cell behavior.    

2.- Studies in 3D in vitro polyethylene glycol hydrogels: 

e. Fabricate 3D polyethylene glycol biocompatible scaffolds that incorporate 

vitronectin to recapitulate high-risk neuroblastoma growth conditions.  

f. Ensure pathophysiological stiffness, functional vitronectin crosslinking and cell 

viability to validate the usefulness of the model. 

g. Characterize cell cluster growth and vitronectin synthesis adaptations related to 

stiffness, time of culture and the presence of crosslinked vitronectin.   

h. Evaluate vitronectin potential as a secreted biomarker and therapeutic target in 

high-risk neuroblastoma.    

 

3. Justification of the article compendium 

The present doctoral thesis research is presented as a compendium of three scientific 

publications with complementary work shared at scientific conferences. Additional 

uncommunicated relevant data is herein provided to further increase the knowledge of 

the mechanical transmission signals that occur within the 3D tumor microenvironment 

and drive neuroblastoma cell behavior, highlighting the potential of the in vitro models 

as drug-testing platforms.   

The independent findings of these papers converge to reach the same goal: to 

establish general guidelines for optimal 3D modeling of tumor microenvironments, 

using high-risk neuroblastoma as tumor of reference, to obtain realistic cell culture in 

vitro platforms where to carry out biological and preclinical studies. 
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In article I, titled: A three-dimensional bioprinted model to evaluate the effect of 

stiffness on neuroblastoma cell cluster dynamics and behavior, we highlight the need 

of 3D conditions for cell culture and the role of the extracellular matrix stiffness when 

recapitulating the mechanical cues that trigger cell adaptation response over time, such 

as changes in proliferation and mRNA metabolism activity.   

Article II, titled: Digital image analysis applied to tumor cell proliferation, 

aggressiveness, and migration-related protein synthesis in neuroblastoma 3D models, 

extends article I conclusions by evaluating migration-related protein synthesis. We 

evidence distinctive behavior of aggressive neuroblastoma cell lines depending on their 

genetic characteristics (MYCN amplification or ALK mutation), as well as the influence of 

stromal cells on cancer cells behavior, thus pinpointing the complexity of 

neuroblastoma. 

In article III, titled: Vitronectin-based hydrogels recapitulate neuroblastoma growth 

conditions, we reproduce part of the high-risk neuroblastoma extracellular matrix by 

incorporating full-length vitronectin as the only bioactive molecule within the hydrogels, 

and seek to characterize the impact of this specific microenvironment on neuroblastoma 

cells. 
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1. Contribution of 3D scaffolding to NB biotensegrity mimicry 

Environmental physical forces affecting cell cultures are unavoidable regardless the 

cell culture approach. In traditional cell monolayer cultures performed, cells typically 

need to adhere to the substrate to start proliferating. Indeed, culture devices are 

normally made of rigid plastic or glass, which have been proved to affect cytoskeletal 

organization, thus regulating cell adhesion, spreading, migration and proliferation 

[183,184]. Even when cells grow in floating conditions, they can sense physical forces 

from the liquid surrounding or from the neighboring cells when forming cell aggregates. 

However, none of this culture approaches fully resembles in vivo cell-cell or cell-ECM 

interactions. In this regard, 3D scaffolding strategies herein presented provide key 

improvements on pathophysiological signal mechanotransduction, and therefore on 

appropriate cell responses, thus overcoming some of the limitations of scaffold-free cell 

cultures. The following sections exhibit some of the technical aspects considered for the 

design of pathophysiological relevant hydrogels. 

1.1. Technical features influencing 3D model designing 

Tissue engineering brings together a set of sophisticated tools and techniques for 

biomimetic tissue fabrication. Since all the available strategies present several benefits 

and limitations, the choice usually depends on the purpose of the study and influences 

model designing. Regarding this, Figure 4 represents the main experimental workflow 

followed for evaluating the 3D in vitro NB models herein generated in comparison with 

traditional cell cultures and human NB biopsies. 

1.1.1. Architecture regarding fabrication procedure 

Biotensegrity elements are orchestrated within the tumor tissue forming dynamic 

and precise interactions. Therefore, compounds forming the scaffolds, as well as their 

disposition and assembling are key aspects to ensure biotensegrity resembling and 

influence cell distribution and signal transduction. Table 1 shows a comparison regarding 

the technical aspects of NB tumors development and the generation of the different 

scaffolds and traditional cell cultures herein performed.  
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 Figure 4. Workflow from obtention to analysis of human NB biopsies and NB experimental models used 

in this thesis. AlgMA: alginate methacrylate, F: fluorescence, FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded, 

GelMA: gelatin methacrylate, ICC: immunocytochemistry, IF: immunofluorescence, IHC: 

immunohistochemistry, OCT: optimal cutting temperature compound, PEG: polyethylene glycol, VN: 

vitronectin. 

 

The architecture of the generated models has been defined to a greater or lesser 

extent depending on the manufacturing method. For instance, bioprinting technology 

used in GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels allowed to generate a precise and uniform structures 

by layer crosslinking; this facilitated the homogeneous distribution of cells and provided 

an optimal scaffolding for robust determination of the mechanical properties. Although 

it was not exploited during this project, bioprinting offers efficient ways not only to 

perform complex cell co-cultures that require different cell locations within the scaffold, 

but also to generate mechanical patterns with specific stiffness gradients. 

Alternatively, using casting molds for hydrogel generation, as in the case of VN/PEG 

models, enabled to speed up the fabrication process, creating structures of limited 

complexity. In mold casting approach, cell distribution depended on user manual skills, 

thus originating hydrogel regions with different cell densities. Nevertheless, this uneven 
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cell distribution gives rise to a better representation of the intratumoral heterogeneity 

observed in vivo, so it could benefit studies on intratumoral differential cell behavior. In 

contrast to bioprinting, mechanical properties assessment in mold casted hydrogels 

depended on the specific structural quality of each individual sample. Hence, centric 

areas of the hydrogels were avoided during nanoindentation due to their irregular 

surface. 

Table 1. Distinctive features of human NB biopsies and NB experimental models used in this thesis 

associated with sample origin. 3D: three-dimensional, AlgMA: alginate methacrylate, GelMA: gelatin 

methacrylate, NB: neuroblastoma, PEG-MAL: polyethylene glycol-maleimide, SH-PEG-SH: dithiol-

polyethylene glycol, TME: tumor microenvironment, VN: vitronectin, VPM: peptide containing Val-Pro-

Met amino acid sequence, : not applicable, ✓: confirmed. 

 
NB 

Monolayer cell 

culture 
GelMA/AlgMA VN/PEG 

Fabrication     

Procedure In vivo 

development 
Cell seeding 3D bioprinting Mold casting 

Components Full TME 

 

 

 

Cells 

 

 

 

Cells 

GelMA 

AlgMA 

 

Cells 

PEG-MAL 

PEGylated VN 

Crosslinkers 

Stiffening TME features  [AlgMA] [PEG-MAL] 

Crosslinking  

 

 

 

UV light 

 

VPM 

SH-PEG-SH 

Degradability  

 

 

 

GelMA 

 

VPM 

Pegylated VN 

Architecture     

Form Variable Flat Cubic Cylindric 

Accuracy  Absolute Great Acceptable 

Cell population     

Biocompatibility ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Distribution Heterogeneous Homogeneous Homogeneous Heterogeneous 
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Besides “macroscale” architectural features defining cell distribution or model 

morphology, other subtle but important structural aspects such as porosity, pore size, 

grain size and topography provide mechanical cues affecting cell cycle and mobility 

[185–187]. Albeit these variables have been partially explored in this thesis, they allow 

cell migration studies by adjusting scaffold composition, fabrication procedure and 

crosslinking methodology. Indeed, the scaffold composition was herein regulated giving 

rise to slightly different pore sizes as shown in Article I, and despite VN/PEG hydrogels 

are also expected to show different porosity in different compositions, it remains to be 

validated in this thesis.  

1.1.2. Digital pathology as a unifying approach to sample analysis  

When attempting to recreate in vitro a complex system such as cancer biotensegrity, 

a robust analysis method is needed to validate the model and perform reliable 

comparative studies between in vitro model and in vivo neoplastic tissue. Thus, sample 

processing and data analysis influence results obtention, so ideally both in vivo and in 

vitro samples should be processed identically. Sample processing and analysis 

differences between NB tumors, monolayer cell cultures and hydrogels used in this 

thesis are compared in Table 2.  

Cancer biopsies are routinely processed in hospitals with optimized informative tools. 

Specifically, NB patient samples are normally touch imprinted for H-E staining or FISH 

and then divided in fragments for freezing or paraffin embedding. Frozen samples can 

be used for DNA extraction and subsequent genetic analysis, mechanical assessment or 

even for paraffin embedding, whereas paraffined samples are typically used for both 

DNA extraction and tissue staining approaches (HC, IHC, F, IF, FISH).  

As well as NB samples, GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels were used for mechanical 

compression assessment, DNA extraction and subsequent SNPa analysis (fresh samples) 

as well as for paraffin embedding and later HC and IHC staining. In contrast, despite fresh 

VN/PEG hydrogels could be mechanically assessed by nanoindentation and stained with 

F and IF techniques, they exhibit severe complications when DNA extraction or paraffin 

embedded. As previously reported [188], VN/PEG hydrogels were sensitive to standard 

paraffin processing, leading to scaffold structure distortion, entanglement with support 
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material and incomplete infiltration, which resulted in few non-informative sections. In 

fact, cell cultured VN/PEG models were frozen in OCT for later cryosectioning and 

staining, but still few samples preserved an optimal HC and IHC staining.   

Table 2. Distinctive sample features according to processing and analysis of human NB biopsies and NB 

experimental models used in this thesis. AlgMA: alginate methacrylate, CC: cytochemistry, F: 

fluorescence, FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded, FISH: fluorescence in situ hybridization, GelMA: 

gelatin methacrylate, HC: histochemistry, ICC: immunocytochemistry, IF: immunofluorescence, IHC: 

immunohistochemistry, NB: neuroblastoma, PEG: polyethylene glycol, VN: vitronectin, OCT: optimal 

cutting temperature compound, SNPa: single nucleotide polymorphism array, : not applicable, ✓: 

applicable. 

. 
NB 

Monolayer cell 

culture 
GelMA/AlgMA VN/PEG 

Processing     

FFPE ✓  ✓ Inefficient 

FFPE sectioning ✓  ✓ Inefficient 

OCT freezing ✓  Not tested ✓ 

Cryosectioning ✓  Not tested  Suboptimal 

DNA extraction ✓ ✓ ✓ Inefficient 

Fresh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Analysis      

SNPa ✓ ✓ ✓  

Mechanical test Compression  Compression  Nanoindentation 

Stains tested HC, IHC, F, IF, FISH CC, ICC HC, IHC HC, IHC, F, IF 

Digital image 

analysis 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Regardless the method, all stains lead to digital images or photographs, which could 

be informatically segmented and evaluated. Figure 4 shows how different sample 

processing converge in digital image analysis. In this way, digital pathology tools gather 

different data outputs in a comparable way, also providing robust high throughput 

analysis. Additionally, digital image analysis perfectly fits in hospital routine, not only by 

complementing pathologist’s assessment with objective quantification, but also 
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upscaling the accuracy and broadening the variables that can be analyzed. Remarkably, 

although digital image analysis is still a semiautomatic process, that is, it requires 

researcher supervision, this workflow is currently incorporating machine learning and 

deep learning pipelines from AI, thus moving digital image analysis towards full 

automatization.    

1.1.3. Manufacturing cost demands model mimicry-technical 

balance and purpose fitness 

In the previous subsections it has been exposed the importance of the model 

architecture to recreate tumor biotensegrity, as well as the need to analyze its action 

mechanisms and its effects on the model behavior by using the adequate tools. 

However, technological requirements determine the experimentation cost, which might 

become a limiting factor as it influences the capability to obtain models with enough 

relevant biotensegrity. 

Hydrogels herein presented have been generated with different manufacturing 

techniques (bioprinting in GelMA/AlgMA and mold casting in VN/PEG) and, in addition, 

they recreated different specific aspects of the NB biotensegrity (stiffness plus Schwann 

presence in GelMA/AlgMA and stiffness plus VN in VN/PEG). Regarding this, cost 

differences must be considered in addition to the advantages and limitations of each 

model. Bioprinting is a flexible and adjustable technology that would allow incorporating 

the biotensegral features developed in VN/PEG hydrogels. However, using such a 

cutting-edge technology would unnecessarily increase the production and 

experimentation costs, without a relevant neither evident improvement over molds. It 

is appropriate to adjust technical complexity and physiological relevance level according 

to the experimental requirements. Thus, using of simpler and cheaper models such as 

VN/PEG hydrogels better fits for preliminary studies, focused on exploring the basic 

mechanisms underpinning NB biotensegrity related to VN. In contrast, more expensive 

techniques such as bioprinting would be suitable for complex studies, where multiple 

biotensegral factors are considered to acquire a more realistic knowledge of the tumor 

pathophysiology. 
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1.2. Improvement of translational research focusing on ECM 

pathophysiological relevance 

Three-dimensionality provided by hydrogels allows for vital cell-cell and cell-ECM 

interactions that do not take place in monolayer cell cultures. Moreover, multiple 

biological factors can be incorporated into hydrogels, individually or in combination, to 

gradually increase the pathophysiological relevance of the models. The study of 

biotensegrity pathways regulating neoplasia development such as NB is still an incipient 

field, so it requires simple models that isolate the role of the different participating 

elements. As indicated in the Introduction, section 4, more complex and relevant NB 

models than those presented here have been developed. Nevertheless, despite these 

highly relevant models are mostly used for testing traditional therapies, they would not 

be suitable for the specific biotensegral studies carried out in this work due to their many 

confounding variables. 

Figure 5. Components used in this thesis for 3D in vitro NB model fabrication, classified according to tissue 

engineering triad. 3D: three-dimensional, NB: neuroblastoma, PEG: polyethylene glycol, TME: tumor 

microenvironment, VN: vitronectin. 

 

Emulating the tissue engineering triad [189] shown in Figure 5, this thesis brings 

together basic regulation of scaffold mechanical properties, incorporation of functional 
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elements related to the pathophysiological relevance of the NB ECM, as well as 

coculture approaches to evaluate their effects on tumor cell behavior. Table 3 shows the 

pathophysiological improvements provided by the models in comparison to traditional 

cell culture. Importantly, stiffness regulation has been combined with stroma cells or VN 

incorporation, although new alternatives combining these three variables and others 

will be explored in future studies to further increase the biotensegrity 

pathophysiological relevance of the models. 

Table 3. Comparison between the pathophysiological relevance of NB and that of the experimental 

models used in this thesis. 3D: three-dimensional, AlgMA: alginate methacrylate, ECM: extracellular 

matrix, GelMA: gelatin methacrylate, NB: neuroblastoma, PEG: polyethylene glycol, VN: vitronectin, TME: 

tumor microenvironment, : not applicable/not tested. 

 
NB 

Monolayer cell 

culture 
GelMA/AlgMA VN/PEG 

Mechanics      

Stiffness 0.17-8.45 kPa  0.32-9.10 kPa 0.33-5.45 kPa 

Degradability ECM remodeling  Partial Partial 

ECM     

Relevance Full  Limited Limited 

Composition Variable  Gelatin (collagen) VN 

Cells     

Interaction TME crosstalk  Monoculture Mono/coculture Monoculture 

Populations Neuroblastic 

 

Schwannian 

Endothelial 

Immune 

SK-N-BE(2) 

SH-SY5Y 

SW10 

 

 

SK-N-BE(2) 

SH-SY5Y 

SW10 

 

 

SK-N-BE(2) 

 

 

 

 

Initial density  Unknown 

 

~2 × 105 c/ml 

 

~2 × 106 c/ml (NB) 

~2 × 105 c/ml (SW) 

~2 × 106 c/ml 

 

Spatial growth 3D 

Spheroidal mass 

Flat 

Monolayer 

3D 

Clusters 

3D 

Clusters 
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1.2.1. Mechanical properties of the hydrogels: Stiffness and 

degradability 

Hydrogels not only support cells and allow their three-dimensional growth, but also 

provide regulation of ECM compressive forces which cells interact with. As previously 

mentioned, stiffness participates in multiple aspects regulating cancer behavior and 

prognosis, such as tumor cell aggressiveness and motility. In fact, our previous results 

indicate that specific ECM and TME morphometric patterns lead to tumor stiffness 

related to worse prognosis in NB patients [102,148–150,152].  

The mean stiffness of GelMA/AlgMA 3D cultures ranged from 3.16 ± 1.35 kPa to 7.66 

± 1.44 kPa in the initial measurements (7 days), and from 0.33 ± 0.01 kPa to 1.75 ± 0.11 

kPa in the final ones (24 days). Regarding 3D cultures in VN/PEG hydrogels, stiffness 

ranged from 0.81 ± 0.26 kPa to 3.56 ± 1.89 kPa at the beginning of the experiment (1 

day), and from 0.42 ± 0.09 kPa to 1.39 ± 0.91 kPa at the end (7 days) (Figure 6). 

Importantly, stiffness showed huge intraexperimental dispersion and enormous 

interexperimental variability due to procedural differences. For instance, GelMA/AlgMA 

models were designed to perform long-term cell cultures (weeks), whereas VN/PEG 

hydrogels were thought to last up to 7 days. In addition, GelMA/AlgMA initial and final 

measurements belong to two separate experimental setups, which could alter multiple 

subtle variables affecting the obtained stiffness values. What is more, GelMA/AlgMA 

and VN/PEG models were mechanically evaluated by uniaxial mechanical compression 

and nanoindentation respectively, and data processing specific pipelines could increase 

variability between models. Nevertheless, each experimental set was carried out and 

analyzed under identical conditions, thus facilitating the comparison between 

conclusions.  

Apart from the abovementioned experimental variability sources, and the evident 

role of hydrogel components on scaffold stiffness, further tests revealed additional 

stiffness regulating factors, which are listed in Table 4. Among these, there are 

environmental factors such as room temperature and vibrations during mechanical 

assessment, which can alter data quality to a lesser or greater extent. Besides, cellularity 

reduced hydrogel stiffness in all experimental sets, doing so to a different extent in a 

cell-line dependent way. Overall, hydrogel stiffness mostly ranged within the NB 
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pathophysiological range, according to our measurements (0.79 ± 0.20 kPa) and those 

from literature (from 0.17 kPa to 8.45 kPa) [190] (Figure 6). On top of that, materials 

used for hydrogel fabrication offer greater versatility than is herein shown, so they 

would easily allow for stiffness range broadening if necessary for more specific studies.  

Figure 6. Minimum to maximum stiffness range of the hydrogels herein developed at initial and final 

mechanical determination timepoints (days), compared with human NB stiffness. Purple NB box: stiffness 

range of NB samples from own patient cohorts. White Soft box: minimum stiffness found for each 

condition. Black Stiff box: maximum stiffness found for each condition. Green shadow: NB stiffness range 

according to literature. AlgMA: alginate methacrylate, GelMA: gelatin methacrylate, NB: neuroblastoma, 

PEG: polyethylene glycol. 

 

Scaffold degradability is intrinsically linked to model stiffness since it modulates the 

cell ability to interact with their immediate surrounding. Scaffold degradation is a direct 

consequence of the cellular metabolism exerted on the hydrogel components, although 

it is also influenced by the structural stability of the constructs. Cell cultures and co-

cultures carried out in GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels corroborated that degradation depends 

on the specific cell type, being higher when more metabolically active cells are cultured. 

The molecular target degraded by cells was gelatin in GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels, whereas 

it was the VPM protease degradable crosslinker in VN/PEG constructs. Degradable 

components were kept constant in both models, so it remains to be explored the effect 
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of scaffold degradability modification on model behavior. Nevertheless, a first approach 

was carried out in this thesis regarding VN incorporation as a forming biomolecule of 

VN/PEG hydrogels. Data from Article III revealed that VN increases hydrogel 

degradability, although it remains to be determined whether the mechanism of action 

is related to cell VN degradation and ECM remodeling, or to a boosting effect of VN on 

cell degradation activity. 

Table 4. Parameters defining the variability of the hydrogel mechanical properties. : increase, : 

decrease, : no effect. 

 Effect on stiffness Effect on degradation Relevance 

Composition     

Stiffening elements  Variable High 

Degradable molecules   High 

Cell presence   Intermediate 

Cell type Variable Variable Low  

Experimentation    

Human expertise Variable Variable Intermediate 

Data acquisition Variable  High 

Environment    

Temperature Variable Variable Low 

Vibration Variable Variable Intermediate 

Even though no exhaustive studies have been done on the intrinsic structural stability 

of the models presented in this work, the acquired experience indicates that 

GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels are more stable than VN/PEG hydrogels. Indeed, most cell 

cultures performed in the former remained stable after 6 weeks, some of them even 

exceeding 10 weeks of incubation. In contrast, VN/PEG experiments were carried out up 

to 7 days, at the end of which, various soft structures exhibited evident signs of 

degradation. 

Critically, recent studies demonstrate that tissues and ECMs exhibit complex 

mechanical behaviors that cannot be fully understood with elastic hydrogels [191,192]. 

Thus, the ECM stiffness dogma established over the past two decades is now evolving 

towards more accurate research, which aims to resemble tissue and ECM viscoelasticity 
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and mechanical plasticity properties within the different tissue engineering applications 

[193–195]. Indeed, viscoelasticity has been proved to play a key role not only in euplastic 

cell behavior and tissue functioning, but also in neoplastic [196–198]. Consequently, 

further mechanical assessment of NB biopsies and the NB models herein presented 

should be carried out to check if NB viscoelasticity and plasticity are being properly 

recreated or if the models need to be adjusted. 

1.2.2. Scaffolding functionalization with gelatin and VN 

It is important to bear in mind that, even if scaffolds perfectly mimic tumor ECM 

mechanical properties, bioactive materials would be still required so that cells could 

interact with the scaffold, thus acting accordingly to the perceived cues. In other words, 

in the absence of a functional ECM, many of the biochemical and biotensegral signals 

occurring in vivo will not take place, thus preventing key aspects such as cancer cell 

migration due to cell encapsulation and isolation. However, although including multiple 

biocomponents in the constructs allows for in vitro ECM pathophysiological relevance 

enrichment, this may increase production time and costs, as well as impair the analytical 

process in certain studies. Alternatively, both natural (Alginate) and synthetic (PEG) inert 

materials have been herein combined with biofunctional components (Gelatin, VMP and 

VN), resulting in simple but functional biotensegral environments allowing basic cell-

ECM interactions.  

The way how these bioactive components are included in the final constructs 

depends on the specific fabrication process, which may also determine the capability to 

progressively improve the pathophysiological relevance of the model. In GelMA/AlgMA 

hydrogels, gelatin methacrylate allows its photopolymerization together with the 

alginate methacrylate [199], whereas the VN of VN/PEG models underwent a PEGylation 

process to chemically react with PEG molecules and form stable polymer networks 

[200,201]. Theoretically, both approaches would allow improving the model 

pathophysiological relevance by incorporating many methacrylate or PEGylated 

biomolecules, respectively. Although there are no studies that fully illustrate the 

potential and limitations of such a multiple biomolecule incorporation, component 

distribution and final construct stability are supposed to be the most critical parameters 
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to achieve a truly pathophysiological ECM in vitro. Besides, biomolecules could be also 

trapped inside the hydrogels without molecular modification, but it would be necessary 

to ensure retention efficiency and check whether the interactions between the forming 

components generate a functional biotensegral network. 

Collagen and VN are ubiquitous components forming connective tissue [202,203], so 

they are suitable for relevant ECM in vitro mimicry. Regarding their specific usefulness 

in HR-NB modeling, both type I collagen fibers and VN are involved in stiffness regulation 

and aggressiveness determination of this malignancy [102,148]. Noticeably, gelatin is 

denatured collagen [199], so it lacks the fibrous structure and organization of the native 

molecule. Furthermore, methacrylation and subsequent photopolymerization could 

originate protein aberrant organizations different from those found in vivo. 

Nevertheless, this biomolecule disorganization could favor recreating the scarcity of 

type I collagen fibers observed in HR-NB ECM [102] while providing functional RGD 

domains that can be recognized by cells. In contrast, VN was included as a full-length 

protein with its native structure intact, and although it was PEGylated, studies reported 

in Article III showed that its functionality was not affected. Moreover, HR-NB VN pattern 

relates to the glycoprotein amount and its location relative to cells rather than its self-

organization [148], so it would be expected that the resulting VN disposition derived 

from VN/PEG hydrogel fabrication would not alter its pathophysiological role. VN 

induced cell spreading in cultures performed on coverslips, but not in hydrogels (Figure 

7), which could indicate that VN organization indeed altered VN function. However, this 

phenomenon could also be explained by an insufficient incubation time or even because 

scaffold viscoplasticity, porosity and/or degradability confined the cells [191].  

Based on the knowledge generated in the laboratory regarding the ECM role in HR-

NB aggressiveness, building additional scaffolds incorporating reticulin fibers or GAGs, 

independently and combined with the already tested biomolecules, would be useful to 

further unravel the mechanisms underlying NB development. Particularly, designing 

complex in vitro HR-NB ECMs would allow to identify specific cell-ECM interactions, as 

well as their role in environmental remodeling caused by the degradation of the 

fabricated ECM and the synthesis of natural ECM, both products of cellular activity. 
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Figure 7. SK-N-BE(2) morphology depending on the VN-enriched substrate. A: flattened cells cultured on 

VN-coated coverslips for 24h. B: rounded cells cultured in VN/PEG hydrogels for 24h. Scale bar 20µm. 

 

1.2.3. Hydrogel cell hosting capacity 

Last but not least, cell survival and growth are mandatory for relevant tumor 

modeling, as these are basic hallmarks of cancer [56]. In fact, aforementioned 

biomechanical and biofunctional model features are thought to provide cells with the 

environment they need to behave as they do in vivo.  

Following literature guidelines, all hydrogels were initially seeded with approximately 

2 × 106 cells/ml (Table 3), that is, about 105 cells/hydrogel [177–179]. GelMA/AlgMA 

models were independently used for SK-N-BE(2) and SH-SY5Y cell cultures, as well as the 

corresponding individual cocultures with SW10 schwannian cell line. Critically, SW10 

cells were added at a final solution of 2 × 105 cells/ml, due to their scarcity in HR-NB 

[204]. Besides that, despite only SK-N-BE(2) cell culture was tested in VN/PEG hydrogels, 

this platform would presumably support NB related coculture likewise similar PEG 

platforms do for organoid culture [205,206].   

Cells underwent outstanding stressful conditions during hydrogel fabrication, which 

could impair their viability. For instance, GelMA/AlgMA cell-laden bioinks were placed 

at -20ºC for 3 minutes before bioprinting, and then irradiated several times with UV light 

at room temperature for hydrogel polymerization. Albeit VN/PEG hydrogel fabrication 

was performed in more gentle conditions, cells also spend a lot of time at room 

temperature before polymerization step. Moreover, both models were kept without cell 
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culture media until complete scaffold stabilization. Nevertheless, hydrogel fabrication 

was performed according to previously reported optimized protocols, thus reducing the 

negative impact on the cells [207,208]. In fact, all hydrogels proved to be biocompatible 

since they displayed great cell viability and proliferation even at long-term cultures, and 

genetic analysis performed on GelMA/AlgMA platforms revealed no mutations caused 

by UV exposition [163]. 

Differences between SK-N-BE(2) and SH-SY5Y cell genetic backgrounds defined their 

particular responses to the same environmental conditions. Significantly, there is still 

almost 40% of HR-NB cases that are not represented by these cell lines, and more 

importantly, NB TME conditions exhibit high inter- and intratumor variability. Therefore, 

NB cell lines other than those herein presented should be studied in multiple scaffolds 

to define behavioral changes regarding little and large genetic background variations. In 

addition, SW10 coculture modified NB cell activity, both suggesting that other NB cell 

lines would probably behave different when cocultured with Schwann cells and 

pinpointing the importance of the stromal cells on malignant cell behavior [182]. In this 

regard, NB TME also contains scarce but important immune cells, so human Schwann 

cells rather than mouse SW10 as well as few immune cells should be incorporated to NB 

models to promote in vivo like cell dynamics.          

2. Biomarkers unraveling the mechanotransduction impact in 

the models 

Models presented in this thesis succeed in partially mimicking HR-NB TME. 

Consequently, cultured cells underwent phenotypical adaptations in response to 

biotensegral cues provided by hydrogels. Mechanotransduction signaling starts with 

cell-ECM crosstalk and is subsequently transmitted through cellular cytoskeleton to the 

nucleus, so cells can reorganize their vital information to adapt themselves to their 

environment. Therefore, biomarkers related to ECM and cytoskeleton reorganization 

have been studied to shed light on mechanotransduction cell responses driving NB 

aggressiveness.  
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2.1. KANK1 and DOCK8 proteins as intracellular biotensegrity modulators   

High density SNPa and NGS techniques are routinely applied to identify genomic 

alterations such as segmental chromosomal aberrations, which are critical in NB 

prognosis. For instance, our group described that almost 40% cases within a HR-NB 

cohort presented atypic 9p- aberrations including KANK1 and/or DOCK8 genes [163], 

which are related with biotensegral cell cytoskeleton reorganization and migration 

responses. Interestingly, albeit little is known about the role of these genes in NB, similar 

9p- aberrations and DOCK8 inactivating mutations have previously been reported in  

almost 40% cases within a set of relapsed NB [209]. Therefore, further genetic analysis 

was performed, and confirmed those aberrations in our VN-KO PDX NB mice models and 

in stiff long cultured bioprinted hydrogels, so KANK1 and DOCK8 were deeper 

characterized by IHC. 

KANK1 protein participates in actin and microtubule regulation. Specifically, it bridges 

the interaction between the integrin/actin-binding protein talin and the cortical 

microtubule-stabilizing complex, thus mediating the first mechanotransduction steps 

involved in cell-ECM crosstalk related to focal adhesion formation [164,210]. KANK1 can 

be also activated through PI3K/Akt signaling pathway and impede RhoA and Rac1 

activities, which inhibits actin polymerization and lamellipodia formation [211,212]. In 

addition, KANK1 nucleus import has been positively correlated with the activation of β-

catenin dependent transcription [213], and it has also been described as a tumor 

suppressor gene [214,215]. KANK1 general interventions within the different 

biotensegral pathways are schematically represented in Figure 8; their effect on 

migration regulation may vary depending on the system [216,217].  

Despite results in Article II showed broad KANK1 expression among both monolayer 

and 3D cell cultures, the latter was more dynamic regarding the number of high intensity 

positive cells. Hydrogel specific features such as stiffness and coculture with SW10 led 

KANK1 expression changes in 3D cell cultures that were not found in monolayer cell 

cultures. In addition, the role of each feature affecting KANK1 expression in hydrogels 

varied depending on the system hallmarks, thus increasing model complexity and 

pathophysiological relevance. For instance, systems including SK-N-BE(2) cells were 
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more dynamic than those with SH-SY5Y cells, thus suggesting that the latter were less 

sensitive to stiffness and SW10 presence. Indeed, 9p- aberrations only appeared in SK-

N-BE(2) cells, but not in SH-SY5Y. Critically, only one of two copies of KANK1 were lost 

when 9p- occurred, and the allele frequency increased with longer culture times and 

greater stiffness. In this regard, genetic and IHC analysis showed up cell adaptive clonal 

evolution driven by tumor biotensegrity cues and suggested KANK1 as a potential 

biotensegral biomarker to be considered in NB diagnosis and treatment, but further 

studies need to be addressed to fully understand its implications. 

Figure 8. Biotensegral pathways related to cytoskeletal signal mechanotransduction and reorganization 

involving KANK1 and DOCK8 proteins. ECM: extracellular matrix, MTOC: microtubule organizing center. 

 

DOCK8 is a guanine nucleotide exchange factor, the impact of which has been widely 

described in immune cells. It typically activates CDC42 but also Rac1 pathways, thus 

inducing migration in dendritic cells, T cells, macrophages and Schwann precursor cells 

[165,218–220]. Besides, it is involved in microtubule organizing center (MTOC) 

polarization, which is critical for NK cell cytotoxicity [221]. DOCK8 role in cytoskeleton 

reorganization is depicted in Figure 8. 
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Contrary to KANK1 expression results, little or none DOCK8 expression was detected 

in monolayer NB cell cultures, but it was greatly expressed in SW10. When performing 

cell cultures in 3D conditions, every model behaved differently, with huge variations 

between them. 3D culture conditions did not modify DOCK8 expression in SK-N-BE(2) 

cells, but increased it in SH-SY5Y. Moreover, despite SW10 coculture could have 

triggered some DOCK8 expression in NB cell lines, neuroblastic/schwannian cell 

population fluctuation notably influenced overall DOCK8 expression in the models. 

Hence, DOCK8 analysis performed in cocultured models supported the idea of malignant 

cell clonal selection favoring the progression of the better adapted cells. Regarding 9p- 

genetic aberration predominance, same dynamics of KANK1 apply to DOCK8, so further 

studies need to be performed to understand whether DOCK8 plays a key role on NB 

aggressiveness and metastasis due to its low expression.  

2.2. VN as a potential therapeutic target involved in cell-ECM crosstalk 

Cells not only reorganize themselves in response to biotensegral signals, but also alter 

the ECM surrounding them. In this sense, tumor cells can both realign existing ECM 

components and synthesize new ones [222–224]. Regarding VN ECM glycoprotein, 

several in vitro studies demonstrated that cells could degrade and reshape it affecting 

cell-substrate interactions [225,226] and NB cell adherence to VN was proved in Article 

III. Furthermore, we have previously described that NB cells synthesize VN, not only in 

in vitro cell cultures, but also in in vivo samples from NB patients and VN-KO PDX NB 

mice models [148] (Figure 9). Subsequently, VN has been linked to NB prognosis and 

suggested as a potential therapeutic target involved in tumor biotensegrity [227].  

Although different NB cell lines exhibit distinctive VN expression patterns [148], 3D 

culture conditions provided by hydrogels totally reshaped VN synthesis and distribution. 

Whereas almost non VN was detected in SW10 monolayer cultures, most NB cells 

presented low VN staining, mainly located in the cell membrane and neuritic 

prolongations of SK-N-BE(2), or perinuclear cytoplasmatic in SH-SY5Y (Figure 9). In 

contrast, spatial growth within hydrogels rapidly promoted high cytoplasmic and 

pericellular VN expression in all designed systems (Figure 10), which gradually decreased 

over time. Detailed results on VN synthesis patterns published in Article II and III 
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highlighted the complexity of the cell-ECM biotensegrity crosstalk, being that VN 

dynamics were regulated by a synergistic effect of the different features defining the 

hydrogels. For instance, NB cell lines increased their VN expression in a different extent 

depending on their genetic background, and stiffness induced non predictable changes 

by itself. 

Figure 9. VN synthesis in NB cell lines, human NB biopsies, and VN-KO PDX NB samples. A: SK-N-BE(2) 

monolayer culture, B: SH-SY5Y monolayer culture, C: MYCN amplified NB, D: non MYCN amplified NB, E: 

VN-KO PDX sample from SK-N-BE(2) inoculation, F: VN-KO PDX sample from SH-SY5Y inoculation. Scale 

bar 20µm. KO: knockout, NB: neuroblastoma, PDX: patient derived xenograft, VN: vitronectin. 

 

Additional studies on GelMA/AlgMA models revealed that biotensegral cues 

differently promoted VN synthesis regarding the size of cell aggregates, being that 

bigger cell clusters exhibited VN expression in a greater extent [228]. What is more, 

SW10 incorporation initially evened model VN pattern towards full low intensity (Figure 

11), contrary to pure NB cell cultures, which expressed a variety of VN intensities within 

the cell clusters [228]. These findings suggest large cell cluster activity shifting towards 

a high VN migratory phenotype, and are in line with previous knowledge about Schwann 

cells triggering NB maturation [229] and their relationship with NB better prognosis 

[182]. Nevertheless, despite SW10 coculture initially reduced VN synthesis in a 
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multiparameter-dependent way, they seemed to favor cell adaptation towards a high 

VN expression phenotype in long term cocultures (Figure 11), which may be related to 

cell migration responses. 

Figure 10. VN synthesis in GelMA/AlgMA and PEG hydrogels. A, B: SK-N-BE(2) cultures in soft (A) and stiff 

(B) GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels, C, D: SH-SY5Y cultures in soft (C) and stiff (D) GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels, E, F: 

SK-N-BE(2) cultures in soft (E) and (F) PEG hydrogels. VN staining is both brown (A-D) or red (E, F). Scale 

bar 20µm. AlgMA: alginate methacrylate, GelMA: gelatin methacrylate, PEG: polyethylene glycol, VN: 

vitronectin. 

 

However, those approximations consisted in VN free substrates, and only synthesized 

VN was found within cell clusters. For better resembling in vivo conditions in Article III, 

VN was included in PEG hydrogels to assess how VN availability in the ECM influence cell 

biotensegral responses. Interestingly, cells did not stop VN synthesis despite it was 

already in their surroundings (Article III), thus indicating a dynamic VN turnover 

intrinsically linked to ECM remodeling, which in turn, may promote cell aggressiveness 

and migration. Moreover, VN immobilization within the PEG net revealed that 

synthesized VN could escape from the hydrogels and be detected as a soluble molecule. 

Results in Article III also indicated that VN not only did not directly increase sample 

stiffness upon incorporation but generally favored VN/PEG hydrogel degradation by the 
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cells during the first 7 days of culture. Unfortunately, no longer cultures were studied. 

These results obtained from short term cultures in this 3D models suggest that the 

abovementioned association between VN and NB stiffness discovered in our lab may 

not necessarily describe VN driving tumor stiffening, but stiffness boosting VN 

expression, so further studies need to be carried out to elucidate the nature of these 

association. Alternatively, like other proteins used in PEG systems [208,230], VN has 

been artificially incorporated into a non-biological scaffold, so it could be aberrantly 

arranged being unable to drive any hydrogel stiffening. 

Figure 11. VN synthesis evolution in SK-N-BE(2) plus SW10 and SH-SY5Y plus SW10 GelMA/AlgMA 

hydrogels. A-C: SK-N-BE(2) plus SW10 cultures expressing VN at 2 (A), 6 (B) and 8 (C) weeks. D-F: SH-SY5Y 

plus SW10 cultures expressing VN at 2 (D), 6 (E) and 12 (F) weeks. Scale bar 20µm. AlgMA: alginate 

methacrylate, GelMA: gelatin methacrylate, VN: vitronectin. 

 

Altogether, VN results support hydrogels as a more biomimetic models for tumors 

than monolayer cell cultures being that the latter displayed cell flattened shape non 

observed neither in vivo nor hydrogels and could not retain any VN pericellularly. 

Critically, this work also evidences the limitations of working with a single ECM molecule, 

thus pinpointing the need of progressively increasing in vitro ECM complexity according 

to the in vivo interplay between ECM elements. Nevertheless, herein presented results 
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opens new diagnostic alternatives in NB by using VN both as a soluble biomarker and as 

a therapeutic target. Usefulness of targeting VN in NB treatment rely on its RGD domain 

interacting with cell integrins such as αvβ3 and αvβ5 to drive mechanotransduction 

signaling promoting cancer invasion, angiogenesis, and aggressiveness [231,232]. 

Regarding this, several anti-integrin antibodies such as vitaxin, abituzumab and 

cilengitide have been tested in different cancer preclinical studies, where they 

presented anti-metastasis or anti-angiogenesis activity [233,234]. Moreover, due to 

ECM-integrin crosstalk not only occurs within the tumors, new advances on coated 

nanoparticles have improved cancer treatments based on integrin targeting [235,236]. 

Indeed, our lab has proposed the use of nanoparticles for the combination of cilengitide 

and etoposide (a broadly used drug for NB chemotherapy) as a molecular 

mechanotherapeutic alternative for targeting VN-cell interaction in NB (Figure 12), with 

already promising results in NB monolayer cell cultures, published in a scientific paper 

[227], and VN-KO PDX murine models, the results of which were presented in two final 

degree works [237,238].  

Figure 12. Mechanotherapeutic approach for NB designed in our laboratory using cilengitide and 

etoposide. Cell integrins recognize VN through its RGD domine to trigger signaling mechanotransduction. 

Cilengitide compete with VN, blocking integrin-VN interaction. Lipid nanoparticles increase etoposide 

delivery accuracy, reducing off-target cytotoxicity. Sinergy between both approximations were designed 

to increase therapy effectiveness while minimizing the adverse effects. NB: neuroblastoma, VN: 

vitronectin. 
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Besides, this therapeutic approximation is meant to be further tested in NB 

hydrogels. In this way, NB models herein presented are expected to provide further 

insights on the specific VN biotensegral pathways influencing NB aggressiveness and 

metastasis, thus allowing to design new therapies complementing the current ones as 

well as reducing their negative impact on the patients.  

3. Cell plasticity promotes dynamic adaptation in response to 

biotensegral stimuli 

The classical hallmarks of cancer have traditionally referred to the uncontrollable and 

limitless cell growth capacity to explain tumor malignancy [239]. Moreover, recent 

studies have contributed to the field with new emerging hallmarks such as cell 

senescence, further highlighting the importance of cell growth in tumor progression, but 

also other dimensions such as  phenotypic plasticity and epigenetic reprogramming have 

been recognized, thus supporting metabolism deregulation as a major driving force of 

cell adaptation [56]. Therefore, once both biotensegral stimuli and cell-ECM crosstalk 

occurring in NB hydrogels related to KANK1, DOCK8 and VN expression were herein 

demonstrated, several parameters related to cell expansion, turnover, differentiation, 

and activity were evaluated to better understand neuroblastic cell behavior shifts driven 

by mechanical forces.  

3.1.  Cell growth dynamics  

Cancer cell density has been broadly studied in monolayer and 3D in vitro cell cultures 

as well as in in vivo models. It has been reported to influence population growth rate 

[240,241], speed up cell adaptation to the environment [240] and promote cancer cell 

transdifferentiation [242], metastasis [241,243,244] and drug resistance [245]. 

Furthermore, cell density has also been associated with NB metabolism adaptation and 

cell growth arrest [246]. Consequently, cell population evolution studies focused on 

cellularity and organization were carried out as a first approximation to describe 

malignancy and pathophysiological relevance in the presented NB 3D models.  
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Albeit cells were initially inoculated as a monodispersed suspension, cell growth 

derived in cell cluster formation in all studied hydrogels. Scaffold cytocompatibility 

allowed clusters to grow over time regardless hydrogel characteristics, and they did so 

without a specific distribution within the hydrogels. Interestingly, obtained results 

robustly showed a stiffness effect on cluster growth dynamics. In fact, soft conditions 

harbored higher cluster densities, and despite cluster growth rate was initially similar in 

both soft and stiff conditions, the latter promoted large cluster formation in long term 

cultures. Additionally, only soft GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels presented loose irregular 

clusters, contrary to rounded compact ones found in stiff GelMA/AlgMA and VN/PEG 

hydrogels.   

Apart from cell density, cell turnover was characterized through proliferation and 

survival biomarkers to further elucidate cell growth dynamics. Ki-67 antibody specifically 

recognizes a nuclear antigen present in proliferating cells [247], so it has been widely 

used among other cell-cycle regulatory proteins to determine proliferative state in many 

cancers, and it has typically been associated with poor prognosis [248–251]. On top of 

that, cell survival/death imbalance also regulates tumorigenesis [252] and can define 

malignancy in opposite ways [56,253]. Besides the intuitive link between aberrantly high 

cell survival and limited cell death rate in tumor proliferation, cell death events such as 

necrosis [254–256], but also apoptosis [253] and senescence [56], can paradoxically 

contribute to tumor progression. Indeed, the global proportion of mitotic and 

karyorrhectic cells within NB (Mitosis-Karyorrhexis Index, MKI) is a well-established 

scoring for NB aggressiveness that considers the combination of both cell proliferation 

and imminent cell death [257–259]. Therefore, cell pro-survival proteins such as Bcl-2 

and pro-apoptotic such as Bax [260–262] and Caspase-3 [263–265] have been broadly 

studied in cancer prognosis as well as in the hydrogels presented in this thesis.    

Ki-67 IHC results on SK-N-BE(2) models from Article I and Article II showed stiffness 

and time boosting cell proliferation rate up to certain point, after which it gradually 

decreased regardless the stiffness. Interestingly, analysis carried out in Article I 

differentiating between cell cluster sizes revealed no Ki-67 expression variations 

associated with cluster size. Regarding cell survival biomarkers, all GelMA/AlgMA 
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hydrogels mainly displayed Bcl-2 expression rather than Bax, despite stiffness enhanced 

both protein expressions (Article I). Analogously, few Caspase-3 IHC carried out in 

VN/PEG hydrogels further supported cell survival since little apoptosis was detected 

(Figure 13). Finally, high MKI scoring was confirmed in all hydrogels, being karyorrhexis 

more prevalent than mitosis. Despite remarkable differences were noticed, neither time 

nor stiffness could be associated with MKI variability. Critically, results from Article II 

evinced distinct aggressive NB cell lines presenting intrinsic specific behaviors, which in 

turn were differently regulated by culture conditions. Contrary to SK-N-BE(2), SH-SY5Y 

GelMA/AlgMA models from Article II exhibited general scant Ki-67 expression, 

particularly in stiff conditions, and became negative after long cell culture times. 

Regarding MKI, SH-SY5Y displayed high scoring as SK-N-BE(2) did, but it was significantly 

lower. Besides, 3D culture conditions triggered some phenotypic features different from 

those found in monolayer cell cultures. For instance, although MKI scores were found 

similar in monolayer and hydrogel cultures, the former exhibited greater expression of 

all Ki-67, Bcl-2 and Bax biomarkers. Finally, SW10 incorporation affected model growth 

and MKI in distinct ways depending on the NB cell line and the stiffness, so albeit no 

studies were herein performed regarding survival and apoptosis biomarkers in 

hydrogels presenting SW10 cells, these features would also be probably affected by 

coculture conditions.    

Figure 13. Caspase-3 expression in PEG hydrogels. Scale bar 20µm. PEG: polyethylene glycol, VN: 

vitronectin.

 

In vivo HR-NB tumors are large cellular masses rather than stroma bodies with 

multiple cell clusters. Theoretically, either long enough culture times or suitably higher 

initial cell density in the hydrogels should allow bigger cell mass formation likewise NB 

tumors, but model limitations on TME mimicry would probably impede proper cell 
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survival within such a cell mass. Nevertheless, each cluster within the hydrogels 

resembled the basic morphological aspects of NB cell organization, thus allowing 

hydrogels to be considered as scaffolds containing multiple tiny tumors. Furthermore, 

NB models have been proved to bear cell replication, support cell survival, and maintain 

HR-NB features such as MKI, which are related to tumor aggressiveness. Altogether, NB 

cell line specific growth dynamics have been modulated by adjusting stiffness and 

Schwann cell presence. In this way, hydrogels have shown biotensegrity favoring or 

hindering tumor progression depending on the cell line, as well as its crosstalk with other 

cell populations, thus regulating the effect of Schwann cells, which typically shift NB 

behavior towards more favorable prognosis [182]. Importantly, studies carried out 

herein ignored temporal and spatial topography of other biomarker expression 

complementary to those examined for cell proliferation and survival, so Ki-67 negative 

cells here classified as non-proliferative could be indeed proliferating by other 

mechanisms [266], thus both increasing the aggressiveness potential of the model as 

well as the complexity to evaluate it.  

3.2. Differentiation and metabolism dynamics 

Cell turnover is intrinsically intertwined with inner cell pathways regulating cell 

differentiation and metabolism status. For instance, cancer cells typically present 

undifferentiated pluripotent phenotypes likewise stem cells, which allow them to 

become invasive, proliferative, and potentially immortal. Accordingly, stem cell-related 

genes have been studied to understand and reverse cancer malignancy [267–269], and 

some have been related to undifferentiation and prognosis in NB [270–273]. Together 

with MYC and Klf-4, OCT4 and SOX2 are part of the so-called Yamanaka factors, which 

allow differentiated cell reprogramming towards a pluripotent stem cell phenotype 

[274]. Both OCT4 and SOX2 are transcription factors involved in embryonic stem cell 

pluripotency which act within a trimeric complex. Critically for NB, this complex has been 

described to exhibit a positive feedback loop with MYCN, which is decisive in HR-NB 

presenting MYCN amplification [275] (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14. NB cell molecular pathways related to differentiation, glucose metabolism and TME reshape. 

3-BrPA: 3-bromopyruvate, ECM: extracellular matrix, MSC: mesenchymal stromal cell, NB: 

neuroblastoma, NK: natural killer, TCA: tricarboxylic acid.  

 

In contrast, CD105 is a polyvalent glycoprotein typically exhibited by endothelial cells 

that act as both TGF-β coreceptor and cytokine, and is strongly involved in angiogenesis, 

but also in many other signaling pathways such as maintaining cancer stem cell and 

epithelial-mesenchymal transition phenotypes when MYC is also involved 

[269,271,276]. Particularly, CD105 expression in NB cell lines have been correlated with 

mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC)-like phenotype and NK immune cell avoidance [277] 
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(Figure 14), which provides an alternative way to modulate immunometabolism in 

cancer from those we previously reported in a scientific review [76]. Regarding CD133 

transmembrane glycoprotein, it has been described to mediate apical plasma 

membrane organization in epithelial cells, early retinal development, and MAPK and Akt 

signaling pathways. What is more, CD133 has also been associated with RET tyrosine 

kinase in neurite outgrowth suppression in NB cells [278] (Figure 14).   

We have previously assessed OCT4, CD105 and CD133 expression in own cohorts of 

NB patients, the results of which are published in a journal article [155] and in a doctoral 

thesis [171]. Similarly, we have carried out additional SOX2 evaluation in human NB 

samples, the results of which are still uncommunicated. In a complementary way, we 

also have evaluated OCT4, SOX2, CD105 and CD133 expression patterns in the 

GelMA/AlgMA models from Article I and Article II included in this thesis compendium, 

but the resulting findings are also still uncommunicated. Therefore, our 

uncommunicated results showed SK-N-BE(2) cells to express both cytoplasmic and 

nuclear moderate OCT4 and high SOX2 in monolayer cultures, whereas CD105 staining 

suggested some cells presenting MSC-like phenotype as previously described [277] 

(Figure 15). When SH-SY5Y traditional cultures were evaluated different cell expression 

was found; they mostly exhibit low nuclear OCT4 and SOX2 staining, but negative CD105 

expression related to the aforesaid MSC-like phenotype [277] (Figure 15). 

Figure 15. Expression of stem cell markers in monolayer cell cultures. Scale bar 20µm. 
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Intriguingly, 3D conditions promoted complementary OCT4 and SOX2 expressions in 

SK-N-BE(2); OCT4 remained mainly negative until long term cultures where it became 

positive, whereas SOX2 turned greatly positive in almost all conditions, but negative on 

those when OCT4 was found positive (Figure 16). However, SW10 incorporation in SK-

N-BE(2) hydrogels promoted OCT4 expression, while maintaining SOX2 positivity (Figure 

16). In contrast, SH-SY5Y cells almost became OCT4 and SOX2 negative when cultured 

within the hydrogels, regardless SW10 presence. Furthermore, CD105 was negative in 

all hydrogel conditions tested, as well as CD133, which was negative even in monolayer 

cultures (Figure 15). In line with literature [275], SK-N-BE(2) MYCN amplified cells, but 

not SH-SY5Y, expressed both OCT4 and SOX2 when cocultured with SW10 within 

hydrogels, thus highlighting the importance of a relevant in vitro pathophysiological TME 

to induce stem cell behavior like the found in vivo. In addition, albeit CD105 was 

previously found in SK-N-BE(2) presenting MSC-like phenotypes [277], and CD133 

expression has been correlated with MYCN amplification in NB aggressiveness [279], the 

absence of both biomarkers in the studied hydrogels indicate that NB model conditions 

can be further improved to better recreate in vivo NB stem cell-behavior.  

Figure 16. OCT4 and SOX2 expression variation in SK-N-BE(2) GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels due to culture time 

and SW10 incorporation. Scale bar 20µm. 
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Considering NB arising from the neural crest, NB cell lines are primitive neuronal cells 

with sympathoadrenal lineage rather than pure stem cells, which indeed, can undergo 

full neuronal differentiation [280,281]. Moreover, INRG NB pretreatment classification 

system associates NB cell differentiation with better prognosis, so studying biomarkers 

specifically regulating neuronal differentiation would provide complementary 

information to the abovementioned stem cell biomarkers. In this sense, broadly studied 

in NB, MYC and MYCN transcription factors [282–284] positively regulate PTBP1 

transcription. PTBP1 is a splicing factor which contributes to cancer malignancy by 

regulating apoptosis, proliferation, and migration, either by itself or in combination with 

its homologue PTBP2, which is exclusively expressed in the nervous system [285–287]. 

Critically for NB cells, PTBP1 and PTBP2 are key regulators in neuronal differentiation 

and maturation [288,289] (Figure 14). In fact, PTBP1 is highly expressed in non-neuronal 

cells and neural progenitor cells, but it is downregulated during neuronal differentiation, 

leading to neuron specific splicing patterns and the accumulation of PTBP2 [290,291] 

(Figure 14). Nevertheless, PTBP1 and PTBP2 inhibit PSD-95 expression, which is a 

postsynaptic scaffolding protein that allows postsynaptic clustering of crucial synaptic 

proteins [288,291]. Accordingly, further neuronal maturation undergoes with PTBP1 and 

PTBP2 downregulation, thus allowing PSD-95 expression necessary to synaptic 

maturation and plasticity [288,291] (Figure 14). 

Therefore, we performed complementary differentiation studies by evaluating PTBP1 

and PTBP2 on mainly HR-NB human samples, but also in few in vivo VN-KO PDX NB 

murine models and in in vitro GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels with either SK-N-BE(2) and SH-

SY5Y pure cultures or cocultured with SW10 cells. Those results were presented in a final 

degree work [292], and showed the implication of PTBP1 and PTBP2 in NB 

aggressiveness. What is more, PTBP2 was suggested as a potential biomarker to distinct 

undifferentiated NB with low PTBP2 expression, from poorly differentiated NB with high 

PTBP2 expression, which may have important implications in NB pretreatment risk 

classification [292]. Subsequently, additional characterization of PTBP1 was carried out 

in SK-N-BE(2) cell line and GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels, the results of which were published 

in Article I. Once high PTBP1 positivity found in Article I and uncommunicated data 

confirmed neuronal progenitor cell status in both NB monolayer cell cultures, extensive 
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PTBP1, PTBP2 and PSD-95 markers were evaluated in GelMA/AlgMA models from Article 

I and Article II to assess whether NB cells differentiated towards a neuronal phenotype 

when exposed to hydrogel conditions or remained undifferentiated (Figure 17). 

Figure 17. Box plot of PTBP1, PTBP2 and PSD-95 expression in GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels revealing NB 

maturation dynamics. A, B: SK-N-BE(2) (A) and SK-N-BE(2) + SW10 (B) hydrogels show low PTBP1 

increasing with time (A, B), PTBP2 increasing with time (A) and SW10 presence (B), and low PSD-95 (A, B). 

C, D: SH-SY5Y (C) and SH-SY5Y + SW10 (D) hydrogels show high PTBP1 decreasing with stiffness (C, D) and 

SW10 presence (D), PTBP2 high expression (C, D), and low/intermediate PSD-95 positivity (C, D).  
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Partially published PTBP1 data showed SK-N-BE(2) hydrogels initially presented low 

PTBP1 values, which increased with time regardless stiffness (Figure 17A) and SW10 

presence (Figure 17B). Similarly, uncommunicated results indicated that PTBP2 was 

lower in early SK-N-BE(2) cultures and increased with time regardless stiffness (Figure 

17A). However, it was expressed in a greater extent than PTBP1 in all conditions, and 

SW10 greatly promoted PTBP2 expression from early culture times (Figure 17B). By 

contrast, SH-SY5Y models displayed high PTBP1 expression decreasing with stiffness 

(Figure 17C) and SW10 presence (Figure 17D), whereas PTPB2 was found highly positive 

in almost all conditions. These findings are in line with the NB sympathoadrenal lineage 

[280,281], and strengthen the studies reporting the Schwann cell role in NB cell 

maturation [229]. Additionally, uncommunicated scant PSD-95 expression confirmed 

that hydrogel conditions allowed cells remaining immature for NB tumor modelling 

(Figure 17), despite extra PSD-95 expression found in SH-SY5Y hydrogels suggests that 

SH-SY5Y may be more prone to mature than SK-N-BE(2), at least in the herein studied 

hydrogel conditions. 

Simultaneously, PTBP1 also shifts pyruvate kinase PKM1 isoform prevalence towards 

PKM2 isoform [293,294] (Figure 14). PKM2 has been proposed to regulate MYC gene 

transcription, which further contributes to cell response adaptability and pinpoints the 

tight connection between differentiation and metabolic pathways [295,296] (Figure 14). 

Nevertheless, PKM2 is a less active glycolysis enzyme than PKM1 isoform, so its 

canonical impact on cell metabolism results in pyruvate formation impairment and 

glycolytic intermediates accumulation, which respectively favors lactate production 

related to Warburg effect and nucleotide biosynthesis pathways [296,297] (Figure 14), 

as we previously reported in a scientific review [60]. Despite we did not previously 

evaluated PKM2 in human nor PDX NB samples, we did so in GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels 

due to its direct implication on cancer malignancy, the results of which have not been 

communicated yet. We found that PKM2 was robustly expressed in all conditions, thus 

supporting cell malignant behavior (Figure 18). In fact, despite PKM2 levels increased 

with time in SK-N-BE(2) cultures, it remained almost constant in the remaining time 

points regardless variations in stiffness, SW10 presence or the NB cell line cultured 

(Figure 18), and although low PTBP1 levels did not correlate with lower PKM2 values, 
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other hnRNP proteins could be also promoting PKM2 isoform splicing as it has previously 

been described [293]. 

Figure 18. Box plot of PTBP1, PKM2 and MCT1 expression in GelMA/AlgMA hydrogels revealing NB glucose 

metabolism dynamics. A, B: SK-N-BE(2) (A) and SK-N-BE(2) + SW10 (B) hydrogels show low PTBP1 

increasing with time (A, B), PKM2 increasing with time (A) and invariable robust expression (B), and MCT1 

expression slightly decreasing with time (A) and greatly with SW10 presence (B). C, D: SH-SY5Y (C) and SH-

SY5Y + SW10 (D) hydrogels show high PTBP1 decreasing with stiffness (C, D) and SW10 presence (D), PKM2 

robust expression (C, D), and MCT1 increasing with stiffness (C, D) and barely decreasing with time (C). 
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In parallel, since lactate is an acidic molecule, cells maintain their intracellular pH 

homeostasis by secreting it to the ECM through monocarboxylate transporters (MCT). 

Particularly, MCT1 mediates bidirectional transport of lactate and albeit it has been 

associated with poor outcome in several cancer types, it also has been therapeutically 

used since it can internalize lactate analogs such as 3-bromopyruvate (3-BrPA) [298–

300] (Figure 14). 3-BrPA is a cytotoxic compound that not only inhibits glycolysis, but 

also mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (Figure 14), so it has become a promising 

antitumor drug [301,302]. Importantly for HR-NB patients, SK-N-BE(2) and SH-SY5Y 

among other NB cell lines, have been described to express MCT1 and respond to 3-BrPA 

treatment [303–305]. Therefore, MCT1 presence was evaluated for the first time in our 

lab in GelMA/AlgMA NB models, but results remain uncommunicated. Albeit 

subsequent quantification confirmed all hydrogels expressing moderate/high MCT1 

values, hydrogel features differently regulated MCT1 dynamics (Figure 18). SK-N-BE(2) 

hydrogels generally showed greater MCT1 expression than SH-SY5Y models, but it 

slightly decreased with culture time (Figure 18A) and specially with SW10 incorporation 

(Figure 18B). However, MCT1 tended to be enhanced by stiffness and mostly repressed 

with time in SH-SY5Y hydrogels (Figure 18C), with no obvious effect due to SW10 

incorporation (Figure 18D).  In this way, MCT1 variations may suggest different 3-BrPA 

sensitivities, but further studies on these NB hydrogels are needed to confirm whether 

moderate MCT1 expression found is enough to obtain an optimum cytotoxic effect after 

3-BrPA inoculation.     

Altogether, NB mimicking platforms developed in this thesis have pinpointed the 

interconnection existing between multiple TME biotensegral pathways, and how their 

complex crosstalk differently drives cell behavior depending on the system 

characteristics. In this regard, herein reported hydrogels provide improved translational 

knowledge and technological infrastructure which brings new paradigms particularly to 

the oncology field, but also to general biology in a wider extent.  

In the following sections it will be detailed how findings obtained from 3D NB models 

have direct relevant implications on NB diagnosis and therapy landscapes and lays the 

foundation for analogous biological applications, thus potentially becoming the 

warhorse of current and future precision medicine.   
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4. Model contribution to precision diagnostic and therapy 

4.1. Current translational upgrades 

Developed scaffolded hydrogel systems provide a simplified, unexpensive and 

controllable experimental setup. Moreover, hydrogel 3D in vitro cultures not only are 

more relevant than monolayer cell cultures, but also allow recreating some features 

from mice models [163], so they are in line with the 3R’s principles, critical in 

experimental designing [119]. Besides, herein reported hydrogels exhibit enough 

pathophysiological and biotensegral relevance to be used as first-approach preclinical 

platforms for drug testing and screening. Indeed, their biotensegral mimicry would allow 

testing the effect of mechanotransduction signals on cell response to current cytotoxic 

approaches, but also assess new therapy alternatives implementing 

mechanotransduction targets. 

Furthermore, phenotypic and genotypic data from the NB hydrogels herein 

presented partially define NB cell behavior and has generated specific knowledge about 

the impact of several biotensegral cues on NB aggressiveness. In detail, biotensegral 

mechanotransduction has been evinced as the backbone supporting and regulating a 

multi-process network related to cell survival, maturation, and energy metabolism, 

which in turn are interconnected to define tumor malignancy. Despite some of the 

biomarkers studied in this thesis are not common in the current diagnostic practice, 

their assessment would entail a more exhaustive evaluation of the patients, thus being 

easier to adapt the treatment choice to the patient specific needs.  

Mechanical, genetic and digital image studies carried out in this thesis have 

converged in an optimized workflow, which efficiently allows deepening into the 

regulatory mechanisms underpinning HR-NB aggressiveness, but also elucidate the 

biological processes occurring in other malignancies and non-malignant systems. 

Remarkably, since informatic tools such as digital image analysis are increasingly 

complementing pathology evaluation within the oncology field, the application of these 

technologies on hydrogel characterization favors the incorporation of these kind of 

preclinical models into the pathology routine. 
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4.2. Potential translational upgrades  

Once a particular scaffold has been well characterized and proved to properly mimic 

some basic TME features, it needs to be tested with a set of cancer cell lines in pure cell 

cultures as well as in different coculture setups to fully understand model performance. 

Subsequently, hydrogels would become powerful informative and predictive tools for 

clinical ex vivo applications as we have previously reported in collaborative studies [306]. 

Accordingly, cells from tumor biopsies could be cultured in hydrogel conditions, thus 

generating in vitro fast-growing patient-derived samples that would potentially provide 

clues about patient evolution and treatment response. Particularly, besides genetic 

characterization [163], we have performed both IHC (Article I and Article II) and soluble 

(Article III) biomarker detection, which respectively correlate with clinical analysis 

performed on tissue samples and liquid biopsies. Therefore, comparative studies 

between in vivo patient samples and in vitro patient-derived hydrogels could contribute 

to both cancer research and precision medicine strategies. 

In addition, tissue engineering versatility enable completely redesigning the elaborated 

platforms from the scratch, being able to vary both the biochemical composition of the 

scaffolding and its architecture, depending on the experimental requirements. On top 

of that, cell populations chosen for culture provide further dimensions on model 

evolution, so that more complex and accurate systems can be obtained. In this sense, 

3D culture platforms open up new possibilities with specific constructs for studying cell 

migration, drug response, the mechanotransduction pathways underlaying distinct ECM 

and TME elements or the cell-cell crosstalk in more realistic coculture scenarios. For 

instance, hydrogel scaffolds can be engineered to incorporate microfluidic systems, thus 

potentially becoming either organ-on-chip or tumor-on-chip devices which almost 

limitless applications on basic, translational, and clinical research [307].  

Hydrogels can also be exploited in alternative ways, especially when combined with 

digital image analysis approaches. As an example, hydrogels can be designed to induce 

specific cell morphological changes or cell death, which can be recognized visually in 

scanned images. Therefore, virtual image banks containing multiple images of these 

induced events can be generated by scanning stained hydrogel slides. Subsequently, 
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thus generated image banks could be used to train AI algorithms with deep learning 

approaches to accurately recognize the desired morphological features in in vivo 

samples. In this sense, hydrogels would become data generation tools that would 

contribute to pathologist assessment accuracy and sample characterization. 
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Biotensegrity perspective applied to the oncology research focus not only in 

malignant cells, but in the interplay of all the elements and variables within the tumor 

ecosystem. In this way, biotensegrity approaches study the multiple and complex 

interactions existing between all tumor cells, amorphous substance, fibers, vascular and 

nervous structures, as well as signaling molecules. Together, these interactions define 

tumor physics as a key regulator of cancer aggressiveness and highlights its potential as 

a therapeutic target. Applied to children with high-risk neuroblastoma, the biotensegral 

perspective aims to find new factors that improve pretreatment risk classification and 

may be useful for the development of alternative mechanotherapies. 

The research carried out in this doctoral thesis, which has used in vitro three-

dimensional cell culture models to study biotensegrity and its implication in 

neuroblastoma aggressiveness, has reached the following conclusions: 

1. Following the tissue engineering basic principles, we have successfully combined 

inert structural materials, such as alginate and polyethylene glycol, with biofunctional 

elements present in the extracellular matrix, such as gelatin (disorganized collagen) and 

vitronectin. As a result, we generated biocompatible structures with well-defined 

mechanical properties, which allow maintaining both short- and long-term tumor cell 

cultures and cocultures (up to 84 days). 

2. The morphometric tools that we have computationally developed for the analysis 

of tumor biopsies can be adjusted to characterize the herein designed hydrogels in an 

objective and accurate way. Besides cell morphology and protein expression patterns, 

digital image analysis allowed us to identify cell focal adhesions, determine cell viability 

within the models, evaluate cell growth dynamics, and characterize vitronectin 

topography once incorporated into polyethylene glycol scaffolds. 

3. Compared to monolayer cell cultures, partially biomimetic extracellular matrix 

provided by hydrogels acts as a key biotensegral element, thus redefining neuroblast 

cell behavior while maintaining aggressiveness features such as high mitosis-

karyorrhexis index. 

4. Recreating basic aspects of the extracellular matrix biotensegrity in a simplified 

environment facilitates obtaining specific knowledge about tumor clone evolution. The 
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extracellular matrix stiffness influences some cancer cells adaptation and survival, 

promoting their cell proliferation, the selection of segmental chromosomal alterations 

and the appearance of new ones, also reducing model cell cluster total density. 

5. The incorporation of Schwann stroma cells into our neuroblastoma models 

modifies the system behavior as they affect neuroblastoma pathophysiology. Cocultures 

herein carried out presented dynamics consistent with less aggressiveness, such as 

reduced proliferation and vitronectin expression. 

6. Vitronectin is a key glycoprotein for high-risk neuroblastoma cells. We have 

demonstrated that neuroblastic cells can adhere to it and that its presence favors 

hydrogel degradation under the studied conditions. Despite vitronectin expression 

variations have been found, it has been synthesized by neuroblasts in all experimental 

conditions, even in those models that were fabricated with vitronectin. In fact, the 

detection of vitronectin secreted into the culture medium suggests this molecule as a 

potential biomarker for aggressiveness in neuroblastoma. 

7. Overall, extracellular matrix stiffness, stroma cells presence, vitronectin 

incorporation, and the specific characteristics of both neuroblastic cell lines tested in 

this thesis establish dynamic synergies, which depend on the system features, and 

modulate cell growth, metabolism and clonality. These synergies adapt according to 

model evolution. 

9. The versatility of the three-dimensional platforms generated for cell culture, 

together with the multidisciplinary nature of this research allow using them to deepen 

neuroblastoma knowledge, as well as in other oncology and biology applications.  

Finally, extrapolating our results to general oncology, we declare that the generated 

models mimic specific aspects of biotensegrity related to tumor aggressiveness, so that 

they offer direct applications in translational preclinical research and precision 

medicine, such as both digital pathology and artificial intelligence tools development, as 

well as molecular mechanotherapies to improve survival and life quality of cancer 

patients.
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El estudio de la oncología desde la perspectiva de la biotensegridad otorga la 

merecida importancia a todos los elementos y variables presentes en el ecosistema 

tumoral, no solo a las células malignas. De este modo, se estudian las múltiples y 

complejas interacciones existentes entre todas las células presentes en el tumor, la 

sustancia amorfa, las fibras, las estructuras vasculares y nerviosas, así como las 

moléculas señalizadoras. Todas ellas en conjunto definen la física del tumor como 

elemento regulador de la agresividad tumoral, con el objetivo de utilizarla como diana 

terapéutica. Aplicada a los niños con neuroblastoma de alto riesgo, la perspectiva 

biotensegral busca encontrar nuevos factores que mejoren la clasificación de riesgo 

pretratamiento y puedan ser útiles para el desarrollo de mecanoterapias alternativas.  

La investigación realizada en esta tesis doctoral, que ha utilizado modelos in vitro de 

cultivo celular tridimensionales para estudiar la biotensegridad en relación con la 

agresividad del neuroblastoma, ha llegado a las siguientes conclusiones:   

1. Siguiendo los principios básicos de la ingeniería tisular, hemos combinado con éxito 

materiales estructurales inertes, como el alginato y el polietilenglicol, con elementos 

biofuncionales presentes en la matriz extracelular, como la gelatina (colágeno 

desorganizado) y la vitronectina, para generar estructuras biocompatibles, con 

propiedades mecánicas bien definidas, y que permiten mantener cultivos y cocultivos 

celulares tumorales a corto y largo plazo (hasta 84 días).  

2. El conjunto de herramientas morfométricas desarrolladas computacionalmente para 

el análisis de biopsias tumorales es ajustable para caracterizar de forma objetiva y 

precisa los modelos generados. Además de la morfología celular y los patrones de 

expresión proteica, el análisis de imagen digital ha permitido la identificación de 

adhesiones focales, la determinación de la viabilidad celular en los modelos, de las 

dinámicas de crecimiento celular y la caracterización topográfica de la vitronectina 

incorporada en los hidrogeles de polietilenglicol.  

3. En comparación con los cultivos en monocapa, la matriz extracelular parcialmente 

biomimética provista por los hidrogeles actúa como elemento biotensegral clave, que 

redefine el comportamiento de las células neuroblásticas, a la vez que mantiene 

características de agresividad como el elevado índice de mitosis-cariorrexis.   
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4. Recrear de forma simplificada aspectos básicos de la biotensegridad de la matriz 

extracelular permite obtener conocimiento específico sobre la evolución de clones 

tumorales. La rigidez de la matriz extracelular influye de manera crucial en el 

proceso de adaptación y supervivencia de determinadas células cancerosas, 

promoviendo su proliferación celular, la selección de alteraciones cromosómicas 

segmentarias y aparición de nuevas, reduciendo la densidad total de agrupaciones 

celulares mantenidas por los modelos. 

5. La incorporación de células estromales schwannianas en los modelos de 

neuroblastoma generados modifica el comportamiento del sistema con 

repercusiones equivalentes a la fisiopatología descrita en neuroblastoma. Los 

cocultivos realizados presentaron dinámicas acordes con una menor agresividad, 

como una reducida proliferación y expresión de vitronectina.  

6. La vitronectina es una glicoproteína clave para las células de neuroblastoma de alto 

riesgo. Hemos demostrado que las células neuroblásticas son capaces de adherirse 

a ella y que su presencia favorece la degradación de los hidrogeles en las 

condiciones estudiadas. Además, pese a las variaciones de expresión descritas, ha 

sido sintetizada por los neuroblastos en todas las condiciones experimentales, 

incluso en aquellos modelos que se fabricaron incluyendo vitronectina. De hecho, 

la detección de vitronectina secretada al medio de cultivo sugiere esta molécula 

como potencial biomarcador de agresividad en neuroblastoma.  

7. En conjunto, la rigidez de la matriz extracelular, la presencia de células estromales, 

la vitronectina incorporada y las características específicas de las líneas celulares 

neuroblásticas testadas establecen sinergias dinámicas dependientes de las 

características del sistema y modulan el crecimiento, el metabolismo y la clonalidad 

celular. Dichas sinergias responden adaptándose a la evolución temporal del 

modelo.  

8. La versatilidad de las plataformas tridimensionales generadas para el cultivo celular, 

y la multidisciplinariedad del proceso de investigación llevado a cabo en esta tesis 

permiten su aprovechamiento para profundizar en el conocimiento del 

neuroblastoma, así como en otras áreas de la oncología y la biología en todas sus 

aplicaciones.  
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Finalmente, extrapolando nuestros resultados a nivel general de la oncología, 

afirmamos que los modelos generados mimetizan aspectos concretos de la 

biotensegridad relacionados con la agresividad tumoral, de modo que ofrecen 

aplicaciones directas en la investigación preclínica traslacional y la medicina de 

precisión, como el ensayo y desarrollo de herramientas de patología digital, inteligencia 

artificial y mecanoterapias moleculares con la finalidad de mejorar la supervivencia y la 

calidad de vida de los pacientes oncológicos. 
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This appendix provides the following scientific works shared in scientific meetings, 

the results of which complement this thesis albeit they have not been exposed in detail. 

I. Evasión Inmunológica Del Neuroblastoma Mediante Expresión De OCT4. 

Monferrer E, Zúñiga V, Tadeo I, Navarro S, Noguera R. XXXI Congreso Latinoamericano 

de Patología. Cartagena de Indias (México), August 2017. 

II. Quantitative comparison and reproducibility of pathologist score and digital 

image analysis of the expression of S100A6 protein in neuroblastoma. Pérez A, 

Monferrer E, Mateu JM, Navarro S, Noguera R. II Congreso Nacional de Jóvenes 

Investigadores en Biomedicina. Valencia (Spain), November 2017. 

III. A 3D in vitro neuroblastoma model reveals stiffness-dependent vitronectin 

expression. Monferrer E, Martín-Vañó S, Carretero A, García-Lizarribar A, Burgos-

Panadero R, Navarro S, Samitier J, Noguera R. SEHIT2019. Murcia (Spain), September 

2019. 

IV. Vitronectin and its receptors: human neuroblastoma 2D in vitro characterization. 

Burgos-Panadero R, Monferrer E, Noguera I, Navarro S, Noguera R. SEHIT2019. Murcia 

(Spain), September 2019. 

V. Building silk-fibroin 3D hydrogels with enzymatically cross-linked vitronectin to 

study neuroblastoma aggressiveness. Vieco-Martí I, Monferrer E, López-Carrasco A, 

Granados-Aparici S, Navarro S, Noguera R. SEHIT2022. Granada (Spain), September 

2022. 

 

Notes: 

• Results on PTPB1, PTPB2, PSD-95, PKM2 and MCT1, which are related to 

neuroblastoma cell neuronal differentiation and glucose metabolism, are being 

communicated in this thesis for the first time. These results are expected to be 

shared in ANR 2023 scientific meeting. Manuscript ongoing.   

• Appendix work V. constitutes preliminary data from a new 

neuroblastoma model based on gelatin and silk fibroin, which are being developed 

in the framework of a different doctoral thesis in our lab. 
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Patología. Cartagena de Indias (México), August 2017. 
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II. Quantitative comparison and reproducibility of pathologist score and digital image 

analysis of the expression of S100A6 protein in neuroblastoma. Pérez A, Monferrer 

E, Mateu JM, Navarro S, Noguera R. II Congreso Nacional de Jóvenes Investigadores 

en Biomedicina. Valencia (Spain), November 2017. 
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III. A 3D in vitro neuroblastoma model reveals stiffness-dependent vitronectin 

expression. Monferrer E, Martín-Vañó S, Carretero A, García-Lizarribar A, Burgos-

Panadero R, Navarro S, Samitier J, Noguera R. SEHIT2019. Murcia (Spain), 

September 2019. 
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IV. Vitronectin and its receptors: human neuroblastoma 2D in vitro characterization. 

Burgos-Panadero R, Monferrer E, Noguera I, Navarro S, Noguera R. SEHIT2019. 

Murcia (Spain), September 2019. 
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V. Building silk-fibroin 3D hydrogels with enzymatically cross-linked vitronectin to 

study neuroblastoma aggressiveness. Vieco-Martí I, Monferrer E, López-

Carrasco A, Granados-Aparici S, Navarro S, Noguera R. SEHIT2022. Granada 
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